
Take Control of Your  
Drilling Performance 
WITH CRUZER™ DEPTH-OF-CUT ROLLING ELEMENTS

halliburton.com/cruzer
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Artificial Lift:
novel pump systems, reliable 
support to help lower cost, improve 
reliability and deliver more 
production.

DRILLING & 
COMPLETION

STIMULATION 
& PRODUCTION

Production Chemicals:
fewer interventions and more 
production.

Stimulation Chemicals:
increase load recovery, 
hydrocarbon production, lower 
pumping friction and increase ROI.

Drilling Chemicals:
Increase drilling speed, efficient cuttings 
removal and reduce downtime.

Cement Additives:
improves cement 
performance and bonding 
for better zonal isolation.

Teledrift Measurement While 
Drilling:
continuous measurements to surface 
while drilling, satellite-based remote 
monitoring and certification for faster 
and more accurate drilling.

Downhole Drilling Tools:
full range of drill string components to 
make drilling more efficient and reduce 
non-productive time.

Casing Accessories:
ensure the integrity of 
the well construction and 
cementing operations.

Stemulator:
improve penetration rate by inducing axial 
vibration in the drill string to reduce friction 
drag and sticking.

StiStimu
incincreaa
hydhydroro

Drilling Motors:
vertical and directional motors 
with Sealed Bearing and Mud 
Lube configurations.

IncIncrease drilling speed, efficient cuttings 
reremmoval and reduce downtime.
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This month Halliburton 

announced the launch of 

Cruzer™ Depth-of-Cut Rolling 

Element for PDC drill bits.

The Cruzer feature, which 

can be selected during the 

design process, helps the drill 

bit maintain more uniform 

cutter engagement without 

sacrificing additional torque 

as the feature’s rolling action 

allows more energy to be 

available for cutting the rock. 

03 Comment

05  World news

10  Digital disruption in the African oilfi eld
Derek Boulware, PwC, South Africa, describes how the digital transformation 

of the oil and gas industry will make operations more cost-effective.

15  Oilfield Technology invited three companies to share 

their insights on drill bit technology. Their feedback 

covered areas including PDC Technology, Directional Drilling Challenges, 

Shale Operations, and more.

Contributions come from Baker Hughes, Shear Bits, and Ulterra. 

23  Perfecting power section performance
Farhod Hamidov, BICO Drilling Tools Inc., USA, explains how advanced 

power section technology is helping operators achieve optimal drilling 

performance.

27  Caring for completions
Bjorn Bill, Interwell, Norway, looks at new wireline intervention methods 

for extending the life of well completions.

31  Working with water
Aaron Johnson and Ken Wunch, Dow Energy & Water Solutions, explore 

approaches to sustainable water management in oil and gas operations.

35  The mooring disconnect
Amanda Dorman, Delmar Systems Inc., USA, introduces a new and 

efficient method of releasing from a mooring system. 

39  Combatting corrosion
Audun Oppedal Pedersen, ClampOn, Norway, explores the benefits of 

monitoring structural health with guided waves. 

43  Insights into inspection
Andreas Boenisch, Innospection Limited, UK, introduces new 

developments in flexible riser inspection technology. 

46  Fixing the bigger gaps
Brady Austin, Bill Mason, Garry Moon and Jarret Reeves, Lloyd’s Register, 

demonstrate that onshore and offshore, there is a need to look beyond 

gas detection. 

DRILL BIT Q&A    



ReedHycalog™ Tektonic™ drill bits are 
tailored for your specific challenges.

Master Your Terrain

Our bits are engineered for your application. 
Whether you want to improve performance in 
a highly interbedded, directionally challenging 
drilling operation or you need a bit to increase 
ROP in shale formations, we have the bit for you.

One bit. 600 unique designs.

nov.com/reedhycalog

© 2017 National Oilwell Varco. All Rights Reserved.
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2016 was a year of disruption; the UK’s ‘Brexit’ 

vote and the outcome of the most 

contentious US election in decades are just 

two examples. It should perhaps have been obvious that a year that 

started out by taking David Bowie from the world was not going to 

pass by without making a mark, but aft er optimistic reports of price 

recovery in (as it was then) the ‘New Year’, few expected the price of Brent Crude to plunge as 

low as it did in February (beneath US$28.00/bbl). 

Thankfully, despite apparently intractable problems with oversupply and economic 

uncertainty, prices did recover somewhat. They were further boosted in November with a 

landmark (and largely unanticipated) deal between OPEC members and non-OPEC producers, 

which saw Saudi Arabia reclaim its role as global swing-producer. After production cuts of roughly 

1.2 million bpd were agreed to, prices rose rapidly back above US$50/bbl and have stayed around 

the US$55/bbl mark ever since. So, what does this mean for the upstream industry in 2017?

Hopes for a further jump in prices are probably unrealistic. According to Forbes, the 

main problem now facing the industry is massive global storage inventories.1 Oversupply in 

2016 (and earlier) saw so much surplus oil produced that millions of barrels-worth of crude 

are now sitting around waiting to be used. If OPEC’s production cuts are followed to the 

letter, and maintained beyond the six-month term of the agreement then these inventories 

could be reduced to a level that would support a further price recovery (perhaps even to the 

US$70 - 80/bbl range); the problem is that process will likely take another year.2 In short, the 

OPEC/non-OPEC agreement wasn’t so much an attempt to return to the price levels of a few 

years ago, but rather an attempt to establish a price floor that would ease the financial strain 

on producers.

Considering OPEC’s track record when it comes to cheating on production quotas, a 

healthy dose of scepticism about how effective the cuts will ultimately be is probably wise. 

That being said, analyst Sam Wahab of Cantor Fitzgerald Europe has an interesting, and rather 

more positive prediction for this year. It is Wahab’s belief that “the fiscal economics of OPEC in 

particular will not allow for a prolonged low oil price environment.” He adds that “Saudi Arabia 

has pledged to make further cuts in addition to the 600 000 bpd confirmed in November’s 

meeting, and if they are fully implemented it is not inconceivable that the supply/demand 

dynamic in the oil market could move into a deficit.”

According to Wahab, the OPEC cuts and an uptick in global GDP growth (predicted to be 

3.6% in 2017 compared to 3.4% in 2016) and potential further cuts from non-OPEC members 

could even see prices rise as high as US$70/bbl by early 2018. 

One sector that almost certainly won’t be volunteering to cut back production is the 

US shale industry. Indeed, one of the factors that continues to weigh down on oil prices is 

concern over resurgent US shale production. However, if Wahab is right, the ‘threat’ posed 

by shale could actually drive OPEC to make further production cuts in a bid to maintain (and 

possibly boost) prices. After all, US shale has shown it can’t simply be killed off – perhaps 

accommodating this sector is OPEC’s only option?

Whilst we’re not out of the woods yet, it’s fairly safe to say that the upstream industry is in 

a better place than it was this time last year. The Oilfield Technology team wish you all a happy 

and prosperous 2017. 

References 
1. ‘Despite OPEC Production Cut, Another Year Of Low Oil Prices Is Likely’ - http://www.forbes.

com/sites/arthurberman/2017/01/09/the-opec-oil-production-cut-another-year-of-lower-oil-
prices/5/#7eb18a846dec

2. Ibid.
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What Do You Say When 
Your Boss Asks You to 
Do More with Less?

BETTER CALL HALLIBURTON
In today’s market, the pressure to do more with less is at 

an all-time high. Reliable solutions that minimize waste 

and improve overall efficiency are the name of the game. 

Don’t let someone sell you on the flavor of the month. 

Instead, choose a company that offers a wide range of 

field-proven offerings and knows how to help you find  

the RIGHT solution to reduce your cost per BOE. 

halliburton.com
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Deloitte: Oil prices expected to grow slightly in 2017
Production cuts by members of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 

and other non-OPEC countries are expected to provide a short-term boost to world oil prices, 

but the effects will be offset to some extent by increases in production in Canada and the United 

States. The latest price forecast by Deloitte’s Resource Evaluation and Advisory (REA) group also 

predicts some weakening of natural gas prices after recent rises caused by the onset of cold 

weather in much of North America but an improvement in the price of propane as a result of 

increased processing facilities in Alberta.

“Although we expect some slippage in the actual cuts by OPEC and non-OPEC countries, 

there should still be enough to bring world oil supply below projected demand this year,” says 

Andrew Botterill, Partner, REA group. “That means prices should recover somewhat in 2017, 

but there’s nothing we’ve seen to suggest the industry is on the verge of a return to significantly 

higher prices any time soon.”

Botterill points to the futures market where there is very little increase in the price of oil 

as global demand growth is expected to remain relatively flat at 1.2 million bpd. Deloitte’s 

long-term forecast for oil prices remains unchanged, at US$75 a barrel for West Texas 

Intermediate (WTI), while prices should reach US$55/bbl this year and US$57 in 2018. But there 

is some optimistic news for Canadian oil producers, as the recent approvals of Enbridge’s Line 3 

and Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain pipeline projects mean enhanced access to market for 

Canadian oil. For 2017, however, the report forecasts an expected average price for WCS of 

US$53/bbl and US$54 in 2018, while prices for Edmonton Light are expected to be US$69 this 

year and US$70 in 2018. 

Cooper Energy reports 
Worrior-11 success
Cooper Energy Limited has reported that 

Worrior-11, an oil development well located 

in PPL 207 in the Cooper Basin, South 

Australia, has been cased and suspended 

after reaching a total depth of 1669 m in the 

Hutton Sandstone on 29 December 2016. 

The primary targets of Worrior-11 were the 

lower Birkhead Formation and the Hutton 

Sandstone. Almost half of cumulative 

production to date from the Worrior 

Field has been from the upper and mid 

Birkhead Formation. Worrior-11 was drilled 

directionally east-southeast from a surface 

location 75 m south-southeast of Worrior-2 

to a subsurface target location 150 m 

north-northeast of Worrior-1 to increase 

overall field recoveries.

A 5.2 m net oil column is interpreted 

in the primary target lower Birkhead 

Formation/Hutton Sandstone interval. A 

further 3.9 m of net oil in the mid-Birkhead 

Formation and 2.2 m of net oil in the 

secondary target McKinlay Member are 

interpreted. 

Tullow: farmdown to Total 
in Uganda
Tullow Oil plc has announced that it has 

agreed a substantial farm-down of its 

assets in Uganda to Total E&P Uganda B.V.

A Sale and Purchase Agreement with 

an effective date of 1 January 2017 has 

been signed in which Tullow has agreed 

to transfer 21.57% of its 33.33% interests 

in Exploration Areas 1, 1A, 2 and 3A in 

Uganda to Total for a total consideration 

of US$900 million. This agreement will 

allow Tullow to retain an 11.76% interest 

in the upstream and pipeline, which would 

reduce to 10% when the Government 

of Uganda formally exercises its right to 

back-in.

This agreement is based on the 

transfer of licence interests from Tullow 

to Total in exchange for cash and deferred 

consideration to be paid as and when the 

Lake Albert Development Project reaches 

a series of key milestones and represents 

a reimbursement by Total of a portion of 

Tullow’s past exploration and development 

cost. 

USA 
According to Reuters, the US Department 

of Energy has issued a Notice of Sale 

for crude from its Strategic Petroleum 

Reserves, with bids for 8 million bbls of 

light, sweet oil due by 17 January.

The sale is part of a plan to sell 

up to US$375.4 million of crude in the 

fiscal year 2017 to fund operational 

improvements to the infrastructure that 

holds the emergency reserves.

Moldova 
Frontera Resources Corporation has 

announced that on 2 January 2017, 

Frontera Resources International LLC, 

signed a Concession Agreement with 

the Government of Moldova regarding 

the exploration, production and 

development of hydrocarbon resources 

in Moldova.

Frontera has the exclusive right 

to explore for, produce and develop 

hydrocarbon resources within an area 

comprising approximately 3 million 

acres situated in the southern portion 

of the country. The overall term of the 

Concession Agreement is 50 years from 

the date of its execution.

Morocco 
PetroMaroc Corporation plc has 

announced that it has completed 

the disposition to Sound Energy of 

its 50% working interest in the Sidi 

Moktar Licenses located in Morocco in 

consideration for (i) 21 258 008 ordinary 

shares in the capital of Sound Energy; (ii) 

granting to PetroMaroc of a 10% net profit 

interest in any future cash flows from the 

Kechoula structure within the Sidi Moktar 

Licences; and (iii) a 5% net profit interest 

in any future cash flows from structures 

within the Sidi Moktar Licences other than 

the Kechoula structure.
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 Seatronics announces new partnership 
agreement with Force Technology.

 First rigs to arrive for decommissioning 
in Great Yarmouth.

 Encana expects 2017 plan to exceed 
forecasts.

 AkerBP: 1 billion barrels produced at 
Valhall.

McDermott awarded off shore EPCI contract from 
Saudi Aramco
McDermott International, Inc. has announced a contract award from Saudi Aramco for 

the engineering, procurement, construction and installation (EPCI) of four jackets and 

three gas observation platforms offshore Saudi Arabia. The total weight of all structures 

combined is 11 595 t.

“As the third fast-track jacket contract from Saudi Aramco in the last 18 months, 

this award is a testament to McDermott’s successful performance on previous fast-track 

projects for Saudi Aramco,” said Linh Austin, McDermott’s Vice President, Middle East & 

Caspian. “McDermott’s fully-integrated EPCI solution provides Saudi Aramco schedule 

certainty, one of their key drivers, while helping them meet their aggressive schedule.”

McDermott is currently executing EPCI work for Saudi Aramco on nine jackets offshore 

Saudi Arabia, which are expected to be delivered in the third quarter of 2017. The contract 

award will be reflected in McDermott’s fourth quarter 2016 backlog. Work on the contract is 

expected to be executed through the fourth quarter of 2017.

McDermott plans to use its Engineering teams in Dubai, Chennai, India and Al Khobar, 

Saudi Arabia with construction taking place at McDermott’s fabrication facilities in Dubai 

and Dammam, Saudi Arabia. Vessels from McDermott’s global fleet are scheduled to 

perform the installation work. 

01 - 03 February, 2017 

Subsea Expo
Aberdeen, UK
E: events@subseauk.com
www.subseaexpo.com

21 - 23 February, 2017 

IP Week
London, UK
E: joanne.mcbratney@hg3.co.uk
www.ipweek.co.uk

22 - 24 February, 2017 

Australasian Oil & Gas
Perth, Australia
E: aog@infosalons.com.au
www.aogexpo.com.au

14 - 16 March, 2017 

SPE/IADC
The Hague, The Netherlands
E: service@spe.org
www.spe.org

29 - 31 March, 2017 

OMC 2017
Ravenna, Italy
E: conference@omc.it
www.omc2017.it

ExxonMobil & Tillerson reach agreement to comply 
with conflict of interest requirements
The board of directors of Exxon Mobil Corporation has reached an agreement with 

Rex W. Tillerson, former chairman and chief executive officer, to sever all ties with the 

company to comply with conflict-of-interest requirements associated with his nomination 

as US Secretary of State.

Under the agreement developed in consultation with federal ethics regulators, if 

Tillerson is confirmed as secretary of state, the value of more than 2 million deferred 

ExxonMobil shares that he would have received over the next 10 years would be 

transferred to an independently managed trust and the ExxonMobil share awards would 

be cancelled. The trust would be prohibited from investing in ExxonMobil and the trustee 

would manage the assets consistent with government ethics rules. Payments to Tillerson 

from the trust would be subject to the same 10-year schedule that the cancelled awards 

would have had if they had continued in place.

Tillerson would also surrender entitlement to more than US$4.1 million in cash 

bonuses, scheduled to pay out over the next three years, and other benefits such as retiree 

medical and dental benefits, and administrative, financial and tax support. The one-time 

payment to the trust would be equal to the value of Tillerson’s cancelled shares based on 

a volume-weighted average price per share. Consistent with guidance from federal ethics 

regulators, the value would be reduced by about US$3 million.

The trust would include forfeiture rules that would prohibit Tillerson from working in 

the oil and/or gas industry during the 10-year payout period. The trust rules dictate that in 

the event of forfeiture, the money would be distributed to one or more charities involved 

in fighting poverty or disease in the developing world. Neither Tillerson nor ExxonMobil 

would have any control over the selection of the charities.

The net effect of the agreement is a reduction of approximately US$7 million in 

compensation owed to Tillerson. Tillerson retired on Dec. 31 with more than 40 years 

of service with ExxonMobil. Separate to the agreement with ExxonMobil, Tillerson has 

also committed to the State Department that, if confirmed, he would sell the more than 

600 000 shares in ExxonMobil he currently owns. 
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Surface Logging Solutions
for Drilling Optimization
GEOLOG’s integrated  solutions resolve operational risks at a 

fraction of downhole measurement costs

Through the use of computer modelling, technology miniaturization 

and ruggedization, GEOLOG routinely brings accurate measurements, 

previously unavailable at the wellsite, to resolve issues that previously 

only downhole technologies could solve. The current demand for 

cost reductions has resulted in the recognition of the increased value 

of surface measured analyses. 

GEOLOG’s integration of solutions, including its patented DrillClean 

service for effectively monitoring borehole cleaning and BitLife, our 

bit wear monitoring service, helps operators reduce drilling costs.
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January 2017World news
Statoil to increase exploration drilling in 2017 
Statoil plans to drill around 30 exploration wells in 2017, an increase of around 30% compared 

to 2016. More than half of the wells will be drilled on the Norwegian Continental Shelf (NCS).

In Norway, the 5-7 well exploration campaign in the Barents Sea is at the core of the 

activity plan. In The Norwegian Sea and the North Sea, the ambition is to prove near field 

volumes to prolong the productive lifetime of existing infrastructure and determine the growth 

potential. In total, Statoil expects 16-18 NCS exploration wells to be completed in 2017. New 

discoveries are crucial to counteract decline on the NCS.

“The Barents Sea has yielded several of Norway’s most significant oil discoveries in 

recent years. We are looking forward to test new targets, both in the relatively well known 

geology around in the Johan Castberg and Hoop/Wisting area, as well as some new frontier 

opportunities with greater geological uncertainty but also high impact potential. This 

campaign can provide us with crucial information about the long term future of the Norwegian 

shelf,” says Tim Dodson, Executive Vice President of Exploration.

Internationally, Statoil’s 2017 exploration drilling activity will comprise growth 

opportunities in basins where Statoil already is established with discoveries and producing 

fields, as well as new frontier opportunities.

“Following our take-over as operator for the Carcara discovery last summer, Brazil has 

become even more important in Statoil’s portfolio, not least on the exploration front. We are 

stepping up exploration also in the UK, with plans for three Statoil operated exploration wells 

in 2017,” says Dodson.

Elsewhere, partner operated wells are planned to be spudded in established basins like 

the US Gulf of Mexico and in new frontier areas like Indonesia and Suriname. Statoil is also 

partnering in onshore exploration drilling planned in Russia and Turkey.

“The 2017 exploration plans demonstrate our long term commitment to the NCS, while we 

continue to position the company for global opportunities. If everything goes to plan, we will 

this year have exploration drilling activity in 11 countries on five continents,” says Dodson. 

Petrofac awarded Oman 
gas project
Petrofac has signed a contract 

worth close to US$600 million with 

Salalah LPG SFZCO LLC, wholly owned 

subsidiary of Oman Oil Facilities 

Development Company LLC, to undertake 

the engineering, procurement and 

construction (EPC) of its Salalah LPG 

extraction project in the southern part of 

Oman.

Marwan Chedid, Petrofac Group 

COO, commented: “This contract is our 

11th in the Sultanate and reinforces our 

commitment to Oman where we have been 

present since 1988.

“This project will further support our 

commitment to increase in-country value.  

We will continue to maintain strong focus 

on this aspect of our delivery, particularly 

by engaging the local supply chain and 

recruiting local resources”. 

Rabat Deep Off shore – Eni 
farm-out approved
Chariot Oil & Gas Limited has reported 

that the farm-out signed between Chariot 

Oil & Gas Investments (Morocco) Ltd. and 

a wholly owned subsidiary of Eni has now 

been approved for the Rabat Deep Offshore 

permits I-VI by the Moroccan authorities. 

Eni is now operator of these permits.

Ownership is now as follows: Eni 

(operator, 40%), Woodside (25%), 

Chariot (10%) and Office National des 

Hydrocarbures et des Mines (25%).

Chariot CEO Larry Bottomley, 

commented: “We are pleased to have 

satisfied all conditions precedent and 

welcome Eni as the operator of the Rabat 

Deep acreage. We anticipate that further 

to completing the Environmental Impact 

Assessment, finalising well planning and 

securing a rig, drilling will now occur in 

early 2018. 

Lion Energy encouraged 
by Amanah Timur-1 well
Lion Energy Limited has noted that 

encouraging gas readings, combined 

with some oil fluorescence shows have 

been encountered in the objective ‘400’ 

sandstone from 80 m KB to the midnight 

depth of 154 m KB. On reaching planned 

total depth of 570 m KB, the section will 

be evaluated with wireline logs and likely 

production testing to confirm fluid content 

and reservoir quality. 

Lion’s CEO, Kim Morrison noted “the 

elevated gas readings with some oil shows 

over a 60 m section in the shallow objective 

are very encouraging. We would note 

wireline log evaluation and production 

testing will be required to determine fluid 

content and potential commerciality of 

the interval. We will continue to keep the 

market informed of result on this exciting 

well as we drill the deeper objectives”. 

SapuraKencana wins 
US$300m of contracts
SapuraKencana Petroleum Bhd has won 

five contracts totalling US$300 million.

1) SapuraKencana Subsea Services 

Sdn Bhd was awarded a two-year contract 

to provide underwater services for 

Petronas Carigali Sdn Bhd. 

2) SapuraKencana GeoSciences Sdn 

Bhd will provide soil investigation services 

for one year in the Peninsular Malaysia and 

Sarawak/Sabah operation areas. 

3) SapuraKencana TL Offshore Sdn 

Bhd is to provide Hyundai Heavy Industries 

with offshore installation work of BNCPP-B 

jacket, foundation piles and bridge 

structure between BNCPP-B to BNG-B.

4) SapuraKencana TL Offshore was 

awarded a 12-month contract by Repsol to 

provide transportation and installation of 

pipeline and topside for the Bunga Pakma 

development project.

5) SapuraKencana Drilling was hired by 

Brunei Shell Petroleum Sdn Bhd to provide 

its tender assist drilling rig “SKD Alliance”. 

The contract is scheduled to start in April 

2018 for a firm period of five years. 



Welding solutions for the oil & gas industry.

Our welding consumables set the benchmark all along the oil and gas value chain from exploration, production to transportation 

and refinement. Whether used thousands of meters below sea level, under the most demanding conditions of sour gas or under 

high pressure, in presence of high temperature hydrogen attack or under severe cryogenic conditions the customer-driven 

solutions of Böhler Welding approve the safest, most material and cost efficient operations of facilities and equipment. Our wide 

network of service partners and our expertise in welding techniques and applications is our additional value to our customers.

voestalpine Böhler Welding

www.voestalpine.com/welding

Oil and Gas Is Our 
Field of Competence
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Derek Boulware, PwC, South Africa, describes how the digital transformation of the oil 
and gas industry will make operations more cost-effective.    
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A sk anyone in the oil and gas business today about their greatest challenges, and cost 

control will likely come out near the top of the list. With depressed global oil prices, the only 

way to improve margins is through eff iciency gains – doing the same with less. Traditionally, 

this means reduced staff  headcounts and applying pressure for reduced pricing from service 

providers. Strategy& analysis has shown that revenue from the 18 leading upstream, midstream 

and oilfield services companies in the US have decreased by 40% between Q3 2014 and Q3 2015. 

Over the same time period, operating expenses have declined only 9%, and PwC believes that the 

reason for this is that traditional methods of cost optimisation are approaching their limit, due to 

the high fixed costs associated with the industry. For a long time, business success has been based 

on cost competitiveness, but now there is a real desire to compete instead on value, created through 

innovation. Digital transformation may be the answer.
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It is clear that oil and gas organisations must take the time 

now to apply transformational digital applications. Not only will 

new technologies increase margins and improve eff iciencies, they 

also have the potential to disrupt the entire market, changing how 

people think, how business is conducted, how people learn, and 

how they conduct themselves on a daily basis. 

The problem is that oil and gas companies are slower than other 

industries to respond to using new technologies. This has been 

especially the case when it comes to digital. According to a recent 

CEO survey, oil and gas companies are much less likely to use social 

media, data analytics and CRM systems than other industries, such 

as financial services. The energy industry tends to be inherently 

conservative, considering the high capital investments and long 

payback periods. Energy executives tend to prefer proven solutions 

as opposed to new ideas that may or may not get the job done. 

Some find this quite surprising given the reception that new 

technologies and engineering solutions have always had from oil 

and gas companies over the years. The diff erence is that these 

solutions have always provided tangible and measureable benefits 

at an operational level, many times improving recovery rates or 

overall production.

Digital must be seen as an enabler. It is a way of doing 

things underpinned by the technology trends of social, mobile, 

analytics, cloud and cyber (SMACC). Digital means that companies 

and individuals are using new technologies to achieve a variety 

of outcomes in a variety of ways previously unimaginable or 

non-feasible. Figure 1 summarises the five elements of SMACC.

Digital in oil and gas is not just about technologies. It is about 

redefining the operating model, simplifying underlying systems, 

empowering people and enabling deep organisational change. 

Digital must be broader than the historical ‘digital oilfield’ concept 

– which has a strong focus on oil and well production optimisation. 

Some of the areas that are and will be aff ected include: asset 

tracking; safety alerts; drilling data; fleet management; operations 

data; inventory  management; equipment performance; field data 

capture; problem area scanning; and facility optimisation.

There are five major market themes that will have an eff ect 

on digital transformation in the oil and gas industry, including: 

the internet of things (IoT), building alliances, simplification and 

standardisation, solution-based buying and knowledge transfer 

from international oil companies (IOCs) or national oil companies 

(NOCs) to oilfield services companies (OFS).

In addition to these themes, 

there are a number of specific 

digital solutions which are already 

being implemented across the 

upstream space – from exploration 

through to production. When 

these capabilities are present and 

working as a system, the digital 

oilfield becomes a reality. An 

example follows in Figure 2.

Digital in the African 
context 
So, why digital? Why now? Why 

Africa? Simply put, disruption is the 

way of the future. Organisations 

who find themselves doing 

business the same now as 

they did fift y years ago are in 

for an inevitable wake-up call. 

Digital represents disruptions. 

It is all about connectivity 

and communication. Business 

executives need to create more 

insight in real time in order to be 

able to make decisions in an agile 

and ever-changing environment. 

Organisations that do not embrace 

it now will find themselves 

adapting to it later. While many 

may argue that Africa must start 

from the basics as it is a continent 

full of developing nations, Africa 

may actually be the prime space for 

innovation.

Take the banking industry in 

South Africa as an example. It has 

managed to be at the forefront 

of new, innovative ideas from 

enhanced security to improved 

customer off erings. Clients have 

Figure 1. The five elements of SMACC.

Figure 2. The implementation of digital solutions. 
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been very receptive to these new ways of doing business. This is 

proof that Africa can deliver innovative solutions to the market and 

that industries don’t necessarily have to build up from the basics. 

For oil and gas players on the continent, why not harness the 

knowledge and learning that has taken place in the rest of the world 

and use it to leap-frog the competition?

As a continent, another important challenge that must be 

addressed is the lack of infrastructure. This is an issue for many 

industries looking to operate in and around the continent. For 

extractive companies, the lack of infrastructure means that it is 

diff icult to get parts, equipment and people to remote work sites. It 

is equally challenging to get produced natural resources to market. 

While digital does not hold the promise to teleport produced 

gas from remote locations, it does have the potential to improve 

communication, information availability and response times. In 

fact, digital solutions may prove most viable and beneficial on a 

continent lacking in physical infrastructure.  

There are a number of other digital projects disrupting 

the African continent. Facebook is currently working on its 

high-altitude drone solution which will be used to bring internet 

connectivity to large rural areas through a linked network of the 

drones. With the ability to fly for three months straight without 

landing, these drones will use lasers to transmit data to a base 

station on the ground. Additionally, drone surveillance is being 

utilised to protect rhinos and elephants from poachers. Lastly, 

drones are being utilised to provide humanitarian aid to remote 

areas. The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that some 

1.3 - 2.1 billion people on the planet have no access to essential 

medicines because they live in hard-to-reach places. To help 

alleviate this problem in Rwanda, California drone maker, Zipline, 

signed a deal with the Government of Rwanda to shuttle supplies to 

remote areas on demand. With ‘Zip’ drones, which cover a roughly 

50 mile radius, a health centre in Rwanda can send a text message 

to order blood for a patient, and it shows up via parachute within 

40 minutes. These are just three examples of how digital innovation 

is being used to connect the continent, despite infrastructure 

challenges. 

Drones also have a place in the digital oilfield – from safety 

inspections to part delivery. Drones can be utilised to complete 

costly (and sometimes dangerous) inspections including those of a 

routine nature as well as those conducted to determine why/how 

equipment or systems might be failing. If digital innovation is really 

put to use, the industry could even see 3D printing of spare parts 

and drone delivery to the remote oilfield.  

Overall, the emerging global market for business services 

using drones is valued at over US$127 billion according to PwC. 

Leadership at the newly-mobilised Global Drone Centre in Poland 

says that “the application of drone technologies in existing 

business processes is allowing companies to create new business 

and operating models. Each industry has diverse needs and as a 

consequence requires diff erent types of drone-powered solutions 

and various drone functionalities. Some of them value flight speed 

and payload capacity, while others wish to concentrate on solutions 

delivering high-quality, real time data in a cost-eff ective way.”

Prompting the disruption
In order to prompt the digital disruption in an organisation, one 

must begin by understanding the digital fitness of the company to 

ascertain if it has the right capabilities to succeed in a digital world. 

An organisation’s maturity across six key areas should be assessed 

including: know, define, evolve, create, accelerate and protect.  

These areas are summarised in Figure 3.

The ability to think disruptively is not second nature for most 

people. In fact, for the most part, they do not like change, preferring 

to stay in their comfort zones for fear of rejection or failure. 

Innovation and disruption require people to think diff erently, 

and they require people to be comfortable in uncomfortable 

circumstances. 

In order to open the mind to disruptive thinking patterns, 

it is often a good idea to run a disruptive innovation leadership 

workshop or course. It is a way to get leaders 

to push themselves with a line of questioning 

which sparks thought in an unconstrained 

manner. Questions starting off with “what 

if…” can be explored in a safe environment 

with a clear and open mind – “What if a 

competitor introduces a new service that 

made a previous offering in the market 

irrelevant?” Answering those hard questions 

really gets one to think about how to be the 

disruptor, not the disrupted! Disruption is 

a divergent shift in perspective – both an 

opportunity and a challenge. There are a few 

good ways to start the disruptive thinking 

journey including:

 Constantly focus on challenging current 

paradigms and the status quo.

 Do not worry about the reactions of 

others, but build on them.

 Be open to failure.

 Do not be afraid to think or say something 

drastic or bold.

In the end, it is essential to remember the 

wisdom of Albert Einstein: “if you always do 

what you always did, you will always get what 

you always got!” In today’s world, this could 

mean getting put out of business. Figure 3. PwC’s six areas of digital fitness.
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Q&AQ&A
Oilfield Technology invited three companies to share their insights on 

drill bit technology. Their feedback covered areas including PDC Technology, 

Directional Drilling Challenges, Shale Operations, and more.

Contributions come from Baker Hughes, Shear Bits, and Ulterra. 
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Shelly Cory, Baker Hughes, 

USA. 

Boosting ROP with hybrid drill bit technology
It is no secret that the downturn in the oil and gas industry is 

a challenge for E&P companies. One of the primary challenges 

is the concurrent need to reduce costs and improve 

performance. In many cases, the traditional cost/benefit 

analysis has become simply a cost analysis, and for drill bits 

that often tends to boil down to the rate of penetration (ROP), 

with faster bits delivering better value.

But when choosing a drill bit, faster is not always better. 

A fast bit may need a time-consuming replacement after only 

1000 ft. And a comparatively slower bit may drill thousands 

of feet without requiring any downtime for replacement. In 

short, the cost-per-foot of drilled wellbore is a better metric 

than mere ROP because it lets operators evaluate the cost 

of drilling their section rather than how fast individual bits 

within that section might be.

When it comes to cost-per-foot, the Kymera XTreme (XT) 

hybrid drill bit is earning a reputation. With the same unique 

combination of fixed blades and roller cones that define 

hybrid bits, the bit is breaking average ROP records in the 

Middle East by over 100%, and displacing other bit designs 

that have long been preferred for the area. For example, an 

operator was having well-loss challenges when drilling an 

extremely hard and abrasive, interbedded, 16 in. section 

comprising limestone, sandstone, and shale formations. 

The operator was using high-weight mud to minimise the 

risk of losses, but this significantly reduced ROP, and meant 

that two tungsten carbide insert (TCI) roller cone bits were 

required to complete this section. An attempt to improve ROP 

with polycrystalline diamond compact (PDC) bits was made, 

but without success. Baker Hughes collaborated with the 

operator and provided a Kymera XT bit for the application. 

The hybrid bit reduced the operator’s cost-per-foot by 50% 

and completed the entire section in one run, saving over two 

days of drilling time. 

Stability and vibration resistance
Vibrations and lack of bit stability often lead to 

downhole tool failures, twist-offs, and inefficiencies. 

Various drill bit designs involve several approaches to 

stability and vibration challenges, but success is defined 

by strong, repeatable performance. For instance, in 

deepwater Gulf of Mexico (GoM), long drill strings are 

required to reach bottom – sometimes spanning over 

4000 ft before ground is even broken. In scenarios like 

this, drilling dysfunctions such as torsional oscillations, 

lateral vibrations, and whirl are especially problematic. 

These dysfunctions lead to the risk of bottom hole 

assembly (BHA) failures, especially when drilling 

through such formations as salt and challenging sub-salt 

intervals, which also introduce wellbore instability 

concerns.

When Baker Hughes compared the performance of 

PDC bits to hybrid bits in several large-diameter sections 

of GoM wells, there was a clear difference. Because of 

shearing mechanics, using a traditional PDC bit led to 

problems like high levels of stick-slip and high torque 

fluctuations, which seriously diminish their efficiency.

However, when hybrid drill bits were used, there 

were notable performance improvements. And it is easy 

to see why. Hybrid bits combine the crushing action 

of a rollercone with the shearing action of PDC cutting 

elements. Essentially, the roller cones pre-fracture the 

formation, weakening the rock and making it easier for 

the PDC cutters to shear. They also stabilise and keep the 

bit centred, with the cones rolling – instead of bumping 

and bouncing –within the wellbore. In contrast, PDC 

Figure 1. Graph showing a performance cost comparison

Figure 2. Kymera XTreme bit. 
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bits rely on a moderately centralised moment arm and fixed 

geometry to stay centred, which actually makes them prone 

to instability, vibration, and stick-slip, greatly diminishing 

their efficiency. 

Directional drilling challenges
Landing the curve in interbedded drilling applications 

can many times be challenging. Tight budgets and high 

expectations for performance mean that repeatability is 

a business imperative. The introduction – and ongoing 

refinement – of hybrid drill bit technology has continued to 

deliver on this imperative, improving performance in vertical 

and curve applications and landing directional targets 

consistently. 

One operator in Canada faced a directional drilling 

challenge to maintain buildup rates from 8 - 10˚ per 100 ft 

with the end goal of completing both the vertical and curve 

sections in one run. The operator had been using PDC bits, 

which typically drilled the vertical sections adequately. 

However, PDC bits struggled through the curve section, 

failing to achieve the desired build rates, suffering tool-face 

control issues, and performing inconsistently. Often, the 

PDC bits had durability problems through the harder 

interbedded sections, and the operator had to stop drilling 

to replace them. The first iterations of hybrid bit designs 

provided consistent, often one-run sections, drilling faster 

than the PDC’s through the curve. But the condition of the 

bit after use made it clear that durability still needed to be 

improved.

In order to deliver the performance the operator needed, 

Baker Hughes proposed a new design: the Kymera XT bit, 

which incorporates improved durability and speed. The bit 

drilled the vertical section as quickly as the PDC bits had, and 

achieved higher ROP through the curve than other bit types 

the operator had tried. Using this bit, the operator was able 

to smoothly drill the vertical and curve sections in only one 

run, and the bit was in better condition after the job. The bit 

repeatedly saved the operator over 10 hours of drilling time 

on each well, with better tool face control and 40% higher 

ROP than PDC bits were able to deliver. 

A global industry
requires a global 

publication

Global publication
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Alex Wong, SHEAR BITS, 

Canada. 

Shale and unconventional operations 
Milling requirements during completions operations take on a 

wide variety of diff erent forms, from simple scale cleanouts to 

long lateral wells containing many composite frack plugs or solid 

metallic ball and sleeve assemblies. Consequently, conventional 

‘all-purpose’ products available on the market tend to have 

numerous performance limitations. Some examples may include 

crushed carbide and carbide insert mills – although inexpensive 

to manufacture, the absence of an engineered cutting structure 

and superhard materials (such as PDC) makes them susceptible to 

rapid wear and damage beyond repair in as little as one run. Frequent 

trips due to durability issues may negate the cost savings of the 

mills themselves, especially in modern completions operations that 

routinely contain more than 30 stages. 

Conversely, conventional PDC mills may off er superior ROP and 

repairability, but tend to produce higher reactive torque, thereby 

elevating the risk for motor stalls. Typical composite frack plug 

construction also produces intermittent loading, which is unfriendly 

to PDC cutters and may cause accelerated impact damage. 

Since early 2015, SHEAR BITS has been developing a family 

of Pexus™ hybrid mills aimed at maximising performance 

and durability, to ultimately reduce operating costs. A hybrid 

gouging/shearing cutting mechanism provides superior impact 

protection over traditional mills, and facilitates debris removal when 

milling composite plugs. 

In one field trial, a 611 type hybrid design (six blades, 11 mm 

cutters) was compared to a conventional tapered carbide design, 

milling metallic frack sleeves in six lateral wells on the same pad, with 

22 to 31 sleeves per well. All milling was performed in 4 ½ in. casing, 

using a 2.875 in. OD motor, with approximate operating parameters 

of 320 RPM, 100 gal/min flow rate, and 3.4 to 4.5 klbf WOB. The hybrid 

mills reduced the average mill time per plug by 8%, in addition to 

a 45% decrease in motor stall frequency. While the carbide mill 

was unable to finish an entire well, all of the hybrid mills were in 

gauge and fully repairable (Figure 1). In some cases, they were able 

to handle multiple consecutive wells without repair, maintaining 

consistent milling times from start to finish. 

Directional drilling challenges
One of the biggest keys to drilling successful build sections through 

transitional formations is maintaining good directional control, 

which is an especially prevalent challenge for operators aiming to 

maximise ROP through aggressive operating parameters. Hitting 

demanding directional targets can be greatly facilitated 

by intelligent drill bit design, and one example of this can 

be found in Alberta, Canada, where a bit was developed 

to handle the requirements of a build section through a 

transition between two formation types, both consisting 

primarily of siltstones with interbedded shales. The 

interval had a maximum dogleg severity of 12.5˚/100 ft , 

and the BHA utilised a 2.30˚ bent, 5 in. OD 7/8 lobe 3.7 

stage motor.

The resulting bit was a 6 ¼ in. diameter design that 

incorporated the company’s hybrid gouging/shearing 

technology in a 3313 type (three gouging insert rows, 

three PDC blades, 13 mm cutters) configuration. The 

dual cutting mechanism has been field proven to provide 

excellent tool face control in a wide range of hole sizes. In 

this particular application, adjustments were made to the 

relative position of the gouging and shearing elements to 

better control the amount of interaction between each 

cutting structure and the formation. Additionally, the bit 

was equipped with premium PDC gouging inserts and 

Figure 1. Typical 611 type hybrid mill dull aft er milling 22 - 31 

metallic sleeves, showing little-to-no component wear. 

Figure 2. Run data of a slide through a formation transition with a 6 ¼ in. 3313 

type hybrid bit. 
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cutters to minimise component wear and ensure consistent 

drilling behaviour throughout the entire run.

The hybrid bit completed the 1330 ft  long interval at an ROP 

of 29 ft /hr, providing very consistent tool face control even when 

run with a WOB of up to 40 klbf while sliding. The real time run 

data in Figure 2 shows the consistency of diff erential pressure, 

and the resulting tool face orientation and reactive torque 

while sliding through the transition – no significant spikes were 

observed in any of these measured values, and the operator was 

satisfied with the overall performance of the bit. 

Advanced materials: development and 
selection
Although deep leached cutters are typically regarded as the 

industry standard for wear resistant PDC cutter technology, 

many manufacturers are innovating alternative methods to 

surpass deep leached performance. HDHT Cutters™ (high-density 

high-thermal cutters) are the result of close collaboration 

between SHEAR BITS and an industry leading PDC cutter 

developer, and have been demonstrating reliable performance 

in the most challenging drilling environments. They are pressed 

under significantly higher pressures than conventional cutters, 

reducing the amount of cobalt migration into the diamond table 

by as much as 50% during pressing. Other unique manufacturing 

processes also result in a cobalt-free zone that extends five 

times deeper than typical deep-leached cutters. The resulting 

product exhibits excellent abrasion and impact resistance due 

to increased diamond density, as well as increased thermal 

stability provided by the deep cobalt-free zone. 

In one field trial, HDHT Cutters were compared to 

non-leached HD (high-density) cutters in 513 type designs 

(five blades, 13 mm cutters), as well as competitor bit runs 

containing deep leached cutters. The application was in 6 1/4 in. 

horizontal wells in Alberta, Canada, in a formation comprising fine 

grained siltstones with interbedded shales, with sandstone channels 

in the upper portion. High abrasion, thermal and impact damage are 

commonly observed in these intervals.  

A past run with HD cutters showed moderate spalling and 

thermal wear even aft er 1500 ft  (Figure 3a), and other bits equipped 

with deep leached cutters oft en showed significant wear aft er longer 

runs. Conversely, the best recorded HDHT Cutter run drilled 5750 ft  at 

70 ft /hr with only minor cutter wear and chipping (Figure 3b) – a 284% 

footage increase and 138% ROP increase over the HD cutter run, and 

a 10% footage increase and 15% ROP increase over the averaged four 

fastest deep leached runs.

Abrasion/wear resistance
With extended lateral intervals becoming increasingly common in 

modern drilling practice, drill bit durability and wear resistance play a 

crucial role in managing operating costs. Premature component wear 

can be detrimental in a number of ways – in terms of performance, a 

worn cutting structure may struggle to achieve an acceptable depth 

of cut, forcing the operator to apply increasing WOB until the bit is 

too damaged to maintain a desired ROP and must be pulled short of 

reaching TD.  

To improve upon the durability of traditional PDC bits in 

mainhole applications, SHEAR BITS developed its latest generation 

of Pexus hybrid gouging/shearing bits, using the technology 

originally proven in surface intervals and adapting it to excel in 

smaller hole sizes. To date, a particular 6 ¼ in. diameter 2216 type 

design (two gouging insert rows, two PDC blades, 16 mm cutters) has 

showed promising durability in two entirely diff erent applications 

in Western Canada. The first run drilled 2850 ft  at 200 ft /hr – a run 

length and ROP comparable to 513 type PDC bits in the same interval, 

which is highly transitional and contains sandstone, sand-shale 

sequences, and limestone. While the hybrid dull did show breakage 

of some gouging inserts and PDC cutters (Figure 4a), its condition was 

favourable to typical 513 type PDC dulls in the area. 

The second 6 ¼ in. hybrid run drilled 2060 ft  at 83 ft /hr in a highly 

abrasive and thermally demanding application – the formation was 

predominantly sand with compressive strength between 12 and 

15 ksi, and the bit was run on a 6/7 lobe 8.0 stage high speed motor at 

up to 230 RPM. This performance was comparable to heavier set 416 

type PDC bits in the area, and as seen in Figure 4b, the dull showed 

only minor abrasive wear on the shoulder components. 

Figure 3. A (left ) 6 ¼ in. 513 type dull with HD Cutters, 1500 ft  drilled at 

30 ft /hr. B (right) 6 ¼ in. 513 type dull with HDHT Cutters, 5750 ft drilled at 

70 ft/hr. 

Figure 4. A (left ) 6 ¼ in. 2216 hybrid dull run in a transitional formation B 

(right). 6 ¼ in. 2216 hybrid dull run in a sand formation. 
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Aron Deen, Ulterra, USA.

PDC technology
From Saudi Arabia to the Permian Basin, many operators are 

pushing PDC bits harder than they have ever been pushed 

before. New motors are putting out two to four times more 

torque than previous generations. New rigs and rig pumps 

are also capable of pushing multiples of previously normal 

pressures. In some applications, WOB is reaching double the 

manufacturer’s recommended maximums, in some cases 

over 80 000 lb WOB.

Based on the new demands, Ulterra is preparing to 

launch its XtremeParameter PDC bit technology. During 

the past year, the company’s engineering team has been 

researching and testing new materials, manufacturing 

processes, PDC cutters and design concepts to create a 

PDC bit framework that will endure the most extreme 

drilling parameters.

Everything is changing in the oilfield, and the pace of 

change is faster than ever. Every day drilling records are 

being broken because of operators that are pushing the 

envelope in every way. The last thing they need to worry 

about is if the bit is going to come out of the hole in one 

piece. The aim of the new technology is to give operators 

confidence when they need to push their PDC Bit to the 

limits.

Cutter configuration and design
PDC bit designs are still ever changing. This should be no 

surprise, though, as product design is constantly in a race 

to take advantage of improving materials, manufacturing 

technology, and evolving customer application demands.

All bit companies, for the most part, utilise different 

forms of simulation and to different extents. The more 

complex the simulation, the more dependent 

it is on assumptions. Because all variables can 

never be known, simulation, while useful, will 

always lack accuracy.

Actual iteration and field testing still 

drives product development and performance 

improvement. The ability to iterate as quickly 

as drilling plans evolve is key to consistently 

creating value for the operator.

From the beginning of the downturn to the 

bottom, the US land rig count dropped from 

over 2000 to less than 400. That kind of shift 

quickly turns six months of bit inventory into 

a two-to-three year overhang of potentially 

obsolete designs and cutters. To avoid a 

conflict of interest from suppliers dumping old 

inventory, operators are wise to ask how old the 

designs and cutters are. To accelerate its ability 

to iterate and innovate, Ulterra has organised 

its entire business model around maintaining a 

very lean inventory. Because the company has 

no bloated inventory of obsolete designs, it can 

continue to help drive operator performance 

improvements.

PDC cutter development
In spite of what many flashy marketing 

campaigns would say, there are very few 

sudden step changes in PDC cutter technology. 

The vast majority of cutter development is 

achieved through a continuous, methodical, 

iterative process. New cutters are developed 

literally every week. 

The main bottleneck in cutter development 

is in testing. Lab tests are important as initial 

Figure 1. The LightSpeed cutter development process ensures that new cutter 

technology is tested and deployed to the field several times per year rather than once 

every few years.
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indicators of promise and 

as a catastrophe screen, but 

there is no battery of lab tests 

that correlate well with actual 

performance in real drilling 

conditions. The only true test 

for a PDC cutter is in a real 

drilling environment.

Again, the inventory 

overhang problem has 

restricted or halted cutter 

testing and development 

for some companies. And 

even if an improvement is 

made, there is a long lag 

between identifying a great 

new cutter and being able to 

consistently deliver it to the 

field in every bit. The inability 

to consistently deploy 

cutter improvements often 

manifests as having one or 

two great runs followed by a 

rash of bad runs.

Having one great run may trigger some celebration, 

but drilling engineers know that following it up with 

two bad ones is not worth it. Ulterra’s LightSpeed cutter 

development process was born out of the need to constantly 

evolve and improve not just cutter technology, but also 

consistently deploy the newest cutter technology to the 

field.  

Working directly with every major cutter vendor in the 

world, the LightSpeed process has driven the company to 

execute nearly 1000 unique tests in field applications just 

since the beginning of the recent downturn, resulting in the 

output of a new cutter with improved performance nearly 

once every two months. The low-inventory, high-utilisation 

system has also allowed new cutter technologies to be 

deployed in the majority of the company’s bit fleet – 

including repaired bits – within the first two months of 

validation.

Directional drilling challenges (and stability and 
vibration resistance)
Increasingly RSS viability has been recognised across many 

plays thanks to decreasing tool pricing and more extended 

reach wells. Some RSS providers initially recommended 

their own OEM drill bits. To limit competition, some even 

go so far as to offer so-called ‘free bit’ bundling schemes 

or even charge the operator a penalty for using more 

performance-oriented bits. Operators, however, just as 

they have in every other area, have been the benefactors 

of performance gains by allowing competition. In order to 

realise the full potential of RSS, operators have increasingly 

sought out drill bit manufacturers that are willing to provide 

custom bit designs to maximise performance with specific 

parameters and BHA’s.

Being an independent PDC bit company, Ulterra has 

sought to capitalise on this opportunity by working directly 

with drilling engineers and directional companies to 

design and build performance bits for every RSS tool on 

the market. In the Eagle Ford, for example, a CounterForce 

bit optimised for Weatherford’s Revolution tool, averaged 

more than 16 000 ft per run in three wells, drilling at 

a rate of penetration of 87 ft/hr. One particular run in 

Live Oak County, TX, set a global footage record for the 

Revolution RSS by drilling 16 234 ft in one run, reaching out 

to a total depth of 22 700 ft.

In another recent operation the  technology helped 

improve the performance of Baker Hughes’ AutoTrak 

RSS in Abu Dhabi where prior failures were attributed to 

lateral vibrations. According to the operator, the Ulterra 

bit delivered, allowing the RSS assembly to drill 824 ft to 

section TD at an ROP of 23 ft/hr. This run was 66% faster 

than the average of the two previous bit runs in the mother 

hole and 230% faster than the average of the two previous 

bit runs in pilot hole. This performance saved three trips.

Lateral vibration has long been considered the leading 

cause of RSS tool failure. Yet another recently published 

study covering 88 runs in one field proved that the rate of 

downhole RSS tool failures was reduced by 62% due to the 

company tailoring the PDC drill bit to the operator’s specific 

well plan and RSS system. 

Figure 2. Ulterra’s PDC drill bit going into the hole is the final step of the product development system.
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In this challenging oilfield market, eff iciency and 

cost-eff ectiveness are paramount. Operators are constantly 

looking for ways to reduce drilling times and enhance ROP, 

while producing a quality wellbore. The optimised selection of the 

drilling motor including the SpiroStar Supreme® power section, 

BICO Drilling Tools’ Even Wall™ power section technology helps 

operators achieve improved performance resulting in eff iciency 

and cost savings. 

Advances in design
While original motors using  Evenwall technology have been 

of a high standard, the design of the SpiroStar Supreme power 

sections represents an advancement in power section design by 

incorporating the following features: 

Less rubber

The power sections contain approximately 30% less rubber 

than previous generations. This reduction in rubber volume and 

thickness results in a 35 - 60% increase in power and torque 

output. The thinner layer of rubber further reduces the probability 

of chunking due to hysteresis. Hysteresis causes internal heating of 

the rubber as it flexes, which causes the rubber to become brittle 

and crack and ultimately fail prematurely. The lower volume of 

rubber also does not expand as much with temperature or swell as 

Perfecting 
power sectionpower section 
performance

Farhod Hamidov, BICO Drilling Tools Inc., USA, explains how 
advanced power section technology is helping operators 

achieve optimal drilling performance.  
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much when exposed to harmful fluids. Thus, the motor is well suited 

to harsh applications such as high temperatures and oil-based mud 

systems. 

New rubber compounds

The motor incorporates high performance rubber compounds that 

have a greater capacity to hold pressure, which allows for a greater 

operating pressure across the power section. This greater pressure 

provides higher torque and power output. In addition the high 

performance rubber is less susceptible to chemical attack and so is 

ideal for oil based muds. 

Flow rate 

High flow rate capacity has been incorporated into the motor design to 

enhance hole cleaning in horizontal or high angle wells. Increased flow 

rate becomes increasingly more critical as laterals increase in length. 

The motor has larger chamber capacities that permit higher flow rates 

without creating critical internal velocities that can be detrimental to 

power section life.

Engineered solution
The increase in power and torque output of the power sections require 

an engineered solution for the remainder of the motor. The company 

has combined the heavy duty G2 motor, including a robust and reliable 

bearing assembly and flex shaft  transmission to the power section to 

provide a high performance engineered package. The G2 motors have 

been designed to take full advantage of the high power and torque 

output available from the power sections. The critical components 

of the G2 motor that are engineered to achieve consistent enhanced 

performance are described in more detail below.

Flex shaft

The G2 flex shaft  provides a much more robust driveline than an 

articulated transmission such as a CV joint, ball drive, knuckle or claw 

joint transmission. The flex shaft  acts as a torsional shock absorber 

reducing the stress applied to the internal power transmitting 

components of the motor. Torsional shock is a major contributor to 

motor wear and tear and can double or even triple the stresses on 

power transmission components, due to impact loading inherent in 

articulated transmissions, causing early motor failures especially in 

severe stick slip conditions. Additionally, the one piece flex shaft  has 

much greater overpull capacity in the rare situation that a G2 motor 

needs to be fished.

Tiled radial bearings

The G2 radial bearings are mud lubricated or ‘open’ design using 

tungsten carbide tiles to provide a highly wear resistant and long life 

bearing. The more conventional brazed or sprayed on hard metal radial 

bearings are subject to premature wear that can cause loss of radial 

bearing support. Loss of bearing support results in high cantilevered 

loading of the drive shaft  which reduces life and causes cracks and even 

failure.

Forged drive shafts

High strength forgings are used for the G2 motor drive shaft s. Forging 

and optimum heat treat processes provide improved crystal structure in 

the material which improves the properties of the high alloy steel. The 

use of high strength forgings provides for a stronger, tougher and more 

fatigue resistant drive shaft  capable of performing even under harsh 

drilling conditions. 

Thrust bearings

The G2 thrust bearings are mud lubricated or ‘open’ design constructed 

of races and balls manufactured from strong, tough, and hard tool 

steel that provide a high capacity, reliable and eff icient bearing section. 

The mud-lubricated design is inherently dual acting which provides 

an equal capacity on or off  bit for drilling conditions such as reaming. 

The G2 bearings are also impervious to most mud systems and high 

temperatures. 

Figure 1. Spirostar Supreme  Even Wall Stator.

Figure 3. G2 performance motor. 

Figure 2. Power section comparison.



Case histories

Anadarko Basin 

An operator using 8 in. SpiroStar Supreme SSS50 G2 motors drilled 

20 wells in Blaine and Custer Counties, Oklahoma for a total of 58 277 ft  

in 1158 hrs with an average ROP of 50 ft /hr.

Another operator also using 8 in. motors drilled 12 wells in 

Grady County, Oklahoma for a total of 15 302 ft  in 647 hrs with an 

average ROP of 24 ft /hr.

Lastly, a third operator using 6 ½ in. motors drilled 12 wells in 

Canadian and McClain Counties, Oklahoma for a total of 11 827 ft  in 

372 hrs with an average ROP of 32 ft /hr.

Bakken 

An operator using a 5 in. motor drilled a record well in 

McKenzie County, North Dakota. The well was TD’d aft er drilling 

19 881 ft  in 68 hrs with an average ROP of 293 ft /hr, almost four miles 

with one motor.

Another operator using the same motors drilled three record wells 

in McKenzie County, North Dakota. The first record well was TD’d aft er 

drilling 15 376 ft , with one motor, in 107 hrs with an average ROP of 

166 ft /hr. The second record well was TD’d aft er drilling 15 340 ft , with 

one motor, in 96 hours with an average ROP of 175 ft /hr. The third record 

well was TD’d 12 389 ft , with one motor, in 106 hrs with an average ROP 

of 125 ft /hr. Overall this operator has drilled eight wells with the 5 in. 

motor in McKenzie County, North Dakota for a total of 54 316 ft  in 434 hrs 

with an average ROP of 125 ft /hr.

A third operator using the same model of motor to drill four wells 

in Dunn County, North Dakota for a total of 27 592 ft  in 399 hrs with an 

average ROP of 69 ft /hr.

DJ Basin 

BICO Drilling Tools has been in the forefront of the monobore drilling 

programmes in the DJ Basin. Monobore wells are drilled with either a 

steerable motor BHA or a motor assisted rotary steerable BHA. These 

usually about 15 000 ft  total depth and are normally drilled with one BHA.  

An operator using 6 ½ in. SpiroStar Supreme SSS100 G2 SBTB 

motors drilled two back to back record monobore wells in Weld County, 

Colorado. On the first run the motor drilled 16 037 ft  in 47 hrs with an 

average ROP of 342 ft /hr. On the second run the motor drilled 15 667 ft  in 

50 hrs with an average ROP of 332 ft  /hr. Overall this operator has drilled 

67 monobore wells with 6 ½ in. motors in Weld County, Colorado for a 

total of 801 937 ft  in 2398 hrs with an average ROP of 334 ft /hr.

Another operator using the 6 ½ in. motors has drilled 22 monobore 

wells in Weld County, Colorado for a total of 289 502 ft  in 1069 hrs with 

an average ROP of 271 ft /hr.

A third operator using a 6 ½ in. rotary-assist version of the motor 

drilled two monobore wells in Weld County, Colorado using a motor 

assisted rotary steerable BHA. On the first run the BHA drilled 15 580 ft  

in 54 hours with an average ROP of 287 ft /hr. On the second run the BHA 

drilled 15 419 ft  in 69 hours with an average ROP of 222 ft /hr.

Eagle Ford

An operator using a 7 in. SpiroStar motor TD’d a well in Webb County, 

Texas drilling 6619 ft  in 48 hrs with an average ROP of 154 ft /hr. 

Summary
Regardless of the formation type, drilling conditions, or drilling 

programme, SpiroStar Supreme power sections combined with G2 

Performance motors provide operators with reliable and cost-eff ective 

solutions for their drilling requirements. 
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Following the drilling of a new well, a completion 

assembly will be installed to allow production to start. 

The completion design is typically split into a lower 

completion and an upper completion. The lower completion is 

normally placed across the production zone and is most often 

hung-off by a liner hanger. The upper completion consists of all 

parts above the liner hanger to allow oil and gas to be produced 

in a safe manner by ensuring barrier control. 

When a well has been producing for an extended period 

of time, there are several issues/problems that can arise with 

the completion design which can cause failures, such as, sand 

production, scale deposit, corrosion, tubing retrievable surface 

controlled subsurface safety valve (TRSCSSV) issues, gas-lift 

valve issues, leaking PBR, or a leaking production packer. To 

allow the continuation of production, the issue in the well 

must be corrected. The ideal solution is to pull the completion 

assembly out of the well and install a brand new one. However, 

this is often extremely costly so if a cost-effective, safe, and 

efficient solution can be utilised, then this can extend the life of 

the well completion and production can continue. This article 

focuses on how a range of problems with the upper completion 

design can be repaired.

The anchored production straddle
The anchored production straddle (APS) has been designed with 

high expansion and effective through-bore in mind. With its small 

OD and large ID, the APS is configured with two packer modules, 

standard spacer pipe in-between and an anchoring module. 

Each packer module consists of a one-piece solid elastomer 

element supported by a tight mechanical barrier on each side. 

When expanded, a radial wall prevents extrusion of the packer 

element under strain or pressure. The standard size HPHT 

straddles have been tested in differential pressures up to 345 bar 

(5000 psi) and at temperatures up to 150˚C according to the ISO 

14310:2008 design validation V0.

As well as having an extensive run history, the APS straddle 

provides a greater expansion than other straddles on the market, 

allowing it to pass through restrictions in the well that its 

competitors cannot. Available in sizes from 2 3/8 in. up to 9 5/8 in. 

and in single and multi-run solutions, the APS also offers a 

unique stinger and latch system that provides protection to the 

seals when running in hole. 

Using high expansion systems
High expansion systems are usually considered when a plug or 

packer is required to pass a restriction and set in a larger ID casing 

or tubing. Historically, this has been the domain of inflatable 

packers/plugs or umbrella plugs. However, reliability issues 

associated with inflatables, including the challenges faced on the 

recovery side, together with the fact that umbrella solutions are 

not retrievable, opened up a demand for a more reliable solution. 

BJORN BILL, INTERWELL, NORWAY, 
LOOKS AT NEW WIRELINE INTERVENTION 

METHODS FOR EXTENDING THE 
LIFE OF WELL COMPLETIONS.
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Enter a new style of mechanical high expansion (HEX) plugs. 

Previous issues experienced with alternative high expansion 

solutions, where plug length combined with an equally long 

setting tool, put limitations on achievable rig-up height have 

been addressed by this new solution, with a short plug design 

and ability to be set utilising a common setting tool. Add this 

to a design that allows the plug to be recovered using standard 

wireline pulling methods, and this system has significantly 

changed the viability of high expansion solutions. 

The success of these new tools can be attributed to two 

primary factors; first, during the setting process, where the plug 

or packer is centred in the wellbore by the centralising feature 

built into the setting adaptor. Secondly, the packer is supported 

by an element back-up system, which prevents a packer failure 

from over extrusion. The mechanical HEX plugs/packers can 

be run on coiled tubing, drillpipe, eline tractor, and more 

commonly, on slickline and eline.

This HEX plug technology has been adapted to provide an 

even more comprehensive straddle solution which can pass 

through the tightest of well restrictions. Available in both single 

and multi-run options, the HEX APS provides a method to run 

straddles through standard tubing sizes, which can then be set in 

liners of a larger inner diameter, providing a means of isolating 

water or sand producing zones.

Dealing with a leak
When faced with a leak in the production tubing, due to severe 

corrosion or tubing joints not being correctly torqued, these 

leaks can be managed by installing a retrievable straddle 

assembly. The anchored production straddle (APS) is designed 

with high expansion and effective through-bore in mind, 

when developing specific solutions for production control 

challenges.

These straddle assemblies can be used as a one-run or 

a multi-run stackable system. The choice of straddle system 

depends on how long the section to be isolated is, compared 

to how much available rig-up height there is on surface when 

installing the equipment inside a wireline lubricator. 

Well completions are sometimes fitted with a PBR 

installed just above the production packer when extreme 

movement is expected in the production tubing. Should the 

seals inside the PBR start to leak, there will be a barrier issue 

to the annulus. A retrievable APS assembly can then be set 

across the original PBR to isolate the leak. Between the two 

sealing elements, a new PBR is fitted so that the old and new 

PBR can move together.

The production packer is placed at the bottom of the 

production tubing to isolate reservoir fluid from entering 

the production tubing to casing annulus. Should this start 

leaking, there will be a barrier issue that will have to be 

repaired. Again, a retrievable APS assembly can be set across 

the production packer. This is done by placing the lower 

packer element inside the lower completion (liner) and the top 

element inside the upper completion. This way the installed 

straddle packer will function as the new production packer.

A subsea well in the Gulf of Mexico had been shut-in 

for some time due to a tubing leak to the annulus. Using 

extensive diagnostics, the leak was determined to be at the 

production seal/production seal bore interface. 

The well had a minimum restriction of 3.562 in. ID. Due to 

the requirement to run through this restriction and set in the 

larger tubing below, a custom-engineered multi-run APS with 

a 3.44 in. OD and PBR was developed. The new 344-450 APS 

was designed, built, and tested per ISO14310 specification 

to a 4000 PSI V0 rating in nine weeks in order for the client to 

satisfy rig scheduling limitations.

The client saved significant expense, in rig time and many 

other time-sensitive costs, while retrieving and re-running 

the production tubing to change out with new production 

seals. The well was brought back on to production in a timely 

manner.

Gas-lift design
Many completion designs include gas-lift valves due to 

the well needing assistance to achieve the required lifting 

Figure 1. HPHT anchored production straddle (APS) solution.

Figure 2. Using high expansion (HEX) technology in APS solutions to pass 

through the tightest of well restrictions. 
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speed for fluid. These valves are operated by pumping gas down 

the production tubing-casing annulus. If these valves leak, get 

damaged/stuck, or are placed at wrong depth this could lead to 

a costly loss of production. The gas-lift valve is placed inside a 

side-pocket mandrel. To change these out, a special designed 

kick-over tool is used both for retrieval and re-installing. If such a 

valve is stuck due to debris or scale then an APS straddle system 

can be set across the side-pocket mandrel with a new gas-lift 

valve between the two sealing elements. For cases where the 

side pocket mandrels are placed at wrong depths, a tubing punch 

can be carried out to create a point of communication between 

the tubing and the annulus. By isolating this point with a gas-lift 

straddle, gas can be injected into the annulus and into the 

production tubing via the gas-lift valve located in the straddle. 

A client’s well in the North Sea had three gas-lift mandrels 

installed and it was suspected that the lower two valves were set 

too deep to be accessed, meaning that the well was gas-lifting 

from the top IPO unloader valve only, which was not intended 

for continuous gas injection. Subsequently, a blockage or failure 

occurred in the top valve which meant no gas could be injected 

and production ceased as the well was unable to flow naturally.

Between the upper and lower gas-lift mandrel, the tubing 

was punched to provide a means for gas to be injected into the 

tubing via the annulus. Following the tubing punch, a retro-fit 

5 ½ in. dual packer gas-lift straddle with gas-lift valves were 

installed to increase the lower gas-lift effectiveness. 

To straddle the existing upper side-pocket mandrel (SPM), a 

5 ½ in. straddle dual packer module across the upper SPM and a 

single packer module with gas-lift valves were installed, creating 

a retro-fit 5 ½ in. triple packer gas-lift straddle.

The well was unable to flow prior to the intervention. Post 

intervention, the production rate was 1685 bpd, and is still 

flowing at similar rates 2 ½ years later.

Safety valve change-out
The TRSCSSV is operated by applying pressure from surface 

through a control line, which will keep the safety valve open. 

There are multiple issues that can occur, such as, a leak in 

the control line, safety flapper valve stuck, or unable to close 

properly due to scale build up. Problems with the safety valve 

flapper due to scale can be solved by spotting acid to dissolve 

this or a lock-open tool will have to be utilised to permanently 

isolate the entire TRSCSSV. 

If the TRSCSSV is permanently closed-off, an insert straddle 

with a new safety valve below will have to be installed. The 

insert valve carrier (IVC) provides the means of retrofitting third 

party replacement valves by using the existing sub surface safety 

valve profile. This straddle assembly can be installed inside 

the locked-open TRSCSSV or the straddle can be set across the 

TRSCSSV. 

The solution to choose depends on how severe the damage is 

to the wellbore completion in this area. The preferred choice will 

always be to install a straddle inside the TRSCSSV 

since this will allow operating pressure of the 

safety valve to be maintained. Such a safety valve is 

operated through the existing control line by applying 

pressure from surface, this pressure will then be 

trapped by the two sealing elements on the straddle. 

The bypass located in the lower element will allow 

communication to the safety valve hanging-off  below 

the straddle assembly. 

A North Sea operator faced a challenge in their 

well where the no-go profile in the existing safety 

valve had worn off. As a result, it was not possible 

to set a standard wireline retrievable safety valve 

(WRSV) with a lock landed on the no-go. 

The IVC straddle was installed to seal off the 

entire TRSSSV assembly, anchored with slips in the 

7 in. tubing. By using the IVC straddle, the operator 

avoided a US$5 million recompletion and weeks of 

lost production. 

The described issues are very common in wells 

that have been in production for some time. For 

certain wells, these issues can arise early in the 

well life while for other wells it can take several 

years before issues are encountered. It goes without 

saying that if all of the above challenges can be 

repaired with a wireline operation instead of killing 

the well, pulling the entire upper completion, or 

conducting a side track, then a considerable amount 

of money can be saved. This is especially true on 

subsea wells where such problems can be resolved 

through the use of a light well intervention vessel 

instead of using a drilling rig. The main conclusion 

is that wireline intervention can repair and fix 

damaged well completions in a safe, cost-effective, 

and efficient way to extend the life of the producing 

well. Figure 3. Extending the life of well completions.



opulation growth, emerging economy urbanisation

and industrialisation, freshwater scarcities, and 

environmental pressures are converging to generate 

enormous performance imperatives for the hydraulic 

fracturing industry as it strives to meet steadily rising
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harvesting oil and gas from previously inaccessible sources, 

ranging from deeply embedded shale and oilsands to deepwater 

and ever more high-temperature, high-pressure reserves. 

Water is an essential component in the shale production 

process and a number of water issues must be managed, such as 

finding economical and sustainable means for water acquisition, 

water utilisation, wastewater disposal and water reuse. In recent 

years, the impact of oil shale recovery on the environment has 

become a subject of much discussion and debate and has put the 

issue of responsible water stewardship at the forefront. 

These challenges are complex and difficult for any single party 

to solve and require multidisciplinary science and technology 

solutions. With 32% of total estimated global natural gas reserves 

and 10% of estimated oil reserves in shale or tight formations,1 

the resolution of the public concerns and development of safe, 

sustainable water management in hydraulic fracturing is critical to 

the industry and the energy-dependent world.

Clean water is beneficial for the hydraulic fracturing 
process
Generally, hydraulic fracturing refers to a process of stimulating 

tight rock formations, often drilled a mile or more below the 

earth’s surface, to enable the release and extraction of crude oil 

and natural gas.

During the process of completing a new well through 

hydraulic fracturing, water and chemicals – called fracturing 

fluid – is typically mixed with a proppant, usually sand, and 

injected at high pressure through a wellhead to create small 

fractures (generally 1 mm or less) in the adjacent rock. The fluid 

opens the rock and carries the proppant. This keeps the fractures 

open, enabling the rock to release any oil or gas trapped inside 

and allows fracturing fluid to flow to the wellbore. Typically, the 

fracturing fluid is comprised of about 98 - 99.5% water, with the 

proppant and chemicals making up the remaining 0.5 - 2%.2

Often, the source water used to create the fracturing fluid 

must be filtered or treated before use to ensure unwanted salts 

and compounds do not interfere with the performance of the 

chemically enhanced fracturing fluid. For example, self-cleaning 

filters remove fine solids in the water to help protect 

high-pressure pumping equipment and reduce interference with 

fracturing fluid chemicals. Ultrafiltration membranes further 

reduce turbidity and provide virtually particle-free water to 

reduce unwanted interaction of the fluid chemistry with the 

particles themselves and/or enable more advanced treatment, 

such as reverse osmosis desalination. Nanofiltration and ion 

exchange technologies help tailor the final water composition 

to further optimise fluid chemistry and meet the specific 

fracturing fluid requirements (Figure 2). Additives are also added 

to the fracturing fluid (making up less than one percent of the 

composition) to control unwanted bacterial growth in the water 

that can corrode pipes and lead to groundwater contamination. 

Once the hydraulic fracturing process is complete, some of 

the fracturing fluid – now called flowback water – must return 

to the surface to allow the well to produce. The flowback water 

typically contains not only the original 

fracturing fluid ingredients, but also 

hydrocarbons, minerals and other 

substances from the shale itself. In 

the early days of hydraulic fracturing, 

flowback water was often trucked 

away and disposed of in injection 

wells, or collected in evaporation 

ponds. 

Increasingly, producers are 

recycling and treating flowback water 

so it can be used in the next hydraulic 

fracturing job. This minimises the cost 

associated with transportation to a 

disposal well or municipal wastewater 

treatment plant.  

Flowback water treatment 

techniques and technologies vary 

depending on the quality of the 

produced water and various water 

quality standards, but they can 

include using self-cleaning fine 

particle filters to remove suspended 

solids and polymeric adsorbents 

for organic compound removal. 

Additionally, selective ion exchange 

resins and processes might be used to 

remove unwanted components, such 

as boron.

Longer term, the wells producing 

shale oil and gas will continue to 

produce water. Although the volumes 

of produced water are significantly 

smaller than water returning during Figure 2. Water treatment technologies.

Figure 1. Water in the hydraulic fracturing process.
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flowback, the cumulative impact of produced water from many 

wells can be quite strong over time.

The importance of water in hydraulic fracturing
Water is integral to nearly all hydraulic fracturing operations. 

A typical new horizontal shale gas or tight oil well requires 

3 - 5 million gal. of water, with large multistage fracturing 

operations commonly requiring over 10 million gal. To get an idea 

of how much water that is, if a bathroom tap was left running 

non-stop for about a year, it would use around 1 million gal. (bath 

taps generally run at 1.5 - 2 gal/min.).3

Yet, hydraulic fracturing-related water use does not 

necessarily stop after the well has been opened. Due to the 

Bakken’s high-salinity groundwater, its more than 10 000 

currently producing wells (as of July 2015) each require more 

than 600 gal. of maintenance water a day to prevent salt 

build-up from restricting oil flow, according to North Dakota’s 

Department of Mineral Resources (DMR). Over an average Bakken 

well’s 30 - 40 year projected lifespan, which is an additional 

6.6 - 8.8 million gal. of water needed for each well.4 In the next 

10 to 20 years, when the Bakken is fully developed, DMR officials 

project it will have 40 000 - 45 000 producing wells, which will 

need as much as 10.2 billion gal. in maintenance water to keep 

producing oil.5 As this shows, widespread energy production is 

not possible without water. 

More water reuse for a more sustainable process
Hydraulic fracturing is often performed in areas where water 

is scarce, such as the western regions of North Dakota and 

southwest Texas, or near major population centres, with little 

oil and gas infrastructure, like Pennsylvania. This makes water 

recycling that much more important to reduce the impact 

of hydraulic fracturing on local water resources, as well as 

infrastructure. 

Of equal concern to the oil and gas industry is the need 

for precision water quality to ensure that unwanted salts 

and compounds do not interfere with the performance of the 

fracturing liquid. Numerous water treatment technologies are 

available today to help producers reuse water and improve 

shale-based oil and gas recovery, while, at the same time, 

minimising the environmental impact during the hydraulic 

fracturing process. Many of them are relatively unfamiliar to the 

oil and gas industry, including ultrafiltration, reverse osmosis, 

nanofiltration, and ion exchange, but these advanced water 

treatment technologies are widely used in other industries where 

water scarcity demands reuse and conservation. 

Existing water treatment technologies not only make it 

possible to use the lowest quality source water available for 

fracking, but contribute to higher production at lower costs. For 

example, BNN Energy helped its customer, an oilfield operator in 

Colorado, reduce water sourcing costs and environmental impact 

by integrating TEQUATIC™ PLUS F-75 Filters into its containerised 

water filtration system, as an alternative to bag filters. The 

oilfield operator has since increased the volume of recycled 

produced water to almost 100%, and expects to save about 

US$2.00/bbl of water, reducing operating costs by about 60%.

In Texas, the Eagle Ford hydraulic fracturing operations rely 

on an innovative mobile water treatment unit to treat flowback 

and produced waters. This system combines nanofiltration, 

ultrafiltration and reverse osmosis membrane technologies to 

reduce water hardness and boron levels, and to selectively remove 

ions – such as calcium, magnesium and sulfate. The operator is 

now able to reuse the high-salinity produced water that would 

otherwise interfere with fluid and formation chemistries, and 

reduce the use of freshwater resources in a state experiencing 

severe drought conditions. 

Additionally, in late 2013, a major oil and gas producer in 

Riverton, Wyoming, built what will be the third-largest water 

treatment plant of its kind in the world.6 It can treat as many as 

one million gallons of water a day, treat 750 gal. of produced water 

per minute and create 900 000 gal. of clean water per day.

Examples such as these demonstrate how technology-led 

water treatment solutions can ultimately lead to beneficial 

outcomes for both producers and the environment. 

Microbial growth must be managed
Bacteria will grow just about anywhere water can be found. In 

hydrocarbon production and processes, the large volume of 

associated water provides an environment in which bacteria 

will thrive. Their presence impacts the quality and quantity 

of production, but also the safety of operations. Uncontrolled 

microbial growth contributes to the souring of production, 

corrosion of pipelines and equipment, the plugging of reservoir 

pore throats and the biodeterioration of other production 

chemistries. Advanced stimulation techniques, like hydraulic 

fracturing and enhanced oil recovery, are more water-intensive 

processes that provide opportunities for bacterial contamination 

if not properly controlled with an effective microbial control 

programme.   

An effective microbial control programme incorporates 

the needs of each phase of the hydraulic fracturing process – 

preparing the water topside, decontaminating the well, and 

protecting the reservoir. A tailored biocides programme can help 

control microbial growth and microbially-influenced corrosion, 

reduce well and reservoir souring, and improve production 

and resource recovery safely and sustainably in a variety of 

hydrocarbon operations. 

The future of hydraulic fracturing
As the global population continues to grow and the world 

gradually transitions to a sustainable, lower-carbon energy future, 

balancing the need for clean water and energy will remain a top 

priority for the oil and gas industry. The adoption of innovative 

technologies in water reuse will support the industry’s movements 

toward sustainable and efficient hydraulic fracturing best 

practices. Producers and regulators must continue to explore 

ways to adopt treatment processes and technologies to ensure 

sustainable industry practices. 
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In no other industry is the phrase ‘time is money’ more accurate 

than in oil and gas. Every project is colossal, budgets are 

measured in millions, and a single hour of time can cost tens of 

thousands of dollars. In this industry, eff iciency and reliability are of 

the utmost importance.

Many drilling contractors and operators assume that 

disconnect from mooring lines is just one of those expensive and 

time-consuming, yet necessary processes. But that is not the case 

with the use of the Rig Anchor Release (RAR). This ABS-certified 

device is one of the easiest ways to shave down the time it takes to 

unmoor a drilling vessel by days, enabling rigs to move from one 

location to the next without costly waiting around time in between. 

Equipped with this device, a vessel can quickly evade storms and 

ice floes, drastically reduce critical path time, and it even allows 

dynamically positioned (DP) vessels to operate in shallow water.

The RAR was invented by InterOcean Systems in the 1960s in an 

eff ort to provide the oceanographic community a way to remotely 

recover anchored instruments in deepwater. The device was 

improved in the 1970s with an increase in load rating from 4535 kg 

(10 000 lb) to over 450 000 kg (1 million lb). 
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AMANDA DORMAN, DELMAR SYSTEMS INC., USA, INTRODUCES A NEW AND 
EFFICIENT METHOD OF RELEASING FROM A MOORING SYSTEM. 
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For over 45 years the RAR has been a reliable method for 

fast mooring system disconnect in many marine industries. 

In 2016, InterOceans Systems, LLC became an aff iliate of 

Delmar Systems, Inc., a global provider of off shore mooring and 

subsea services. Now, with an assist from Delmar Systems, this 

device is making big waves in off shore oil. 

The RAR allows for any moored unit to safely and eff iciently 

move off  location. This has made it possible to moor dynamically 

positioned semisubmersibles during extreme seasonal events, 

such as hurricane season in the Gulf of Mexico, as well as save 

operators millions during the disconnection operations of all 

moored vessels.

The strength of this device lies in its simplicity. It uses a 

piston to rock a series of locking shoes, which are held rigid until 

the device receives an acoustic signal from the transponder. The 

signal is at an ultra low frequency so it does not interfere with 

any other acoustic signals or radio waves. The result is a fast and 

reliable method of releasing from a mooring system.

Improved efficiency
With the RAR, mooring lines can be released in minutes as 

compared to the hours it can take without the device. This 

drastically reduces critical path time with both the rigs and 

anchor boats in the field. Rigs that need to move locations 

quickly can cut days of unproductive time out of the equation

The importance of this eff iciency is hard to quantify, 

especially in emergencies, but monetary savings can range 

from about US$500 000 to US$7 million. On average, the device 

saves more than 90 hours in a typical mooring disconnection. 

In the case of an emergency, the potential cost savings are even 

greater.1

More than just saving money, the RAR can save lives. Since 

it only requires minutes to disconnect, decisions about extreme 

weather and ice floes do not have to be made days in advance. 

Personnel can safely remove a dynamically positioned vessel 

with only hours of notice. And if a tug is available, moored mobile 

off shore drilling units (MODUs) can do the same. 

This can be a safer and more cost-eff ective option than 

trying to weather out a storm. Many governments have strict 

regulations about mooring during hurricane and cyclone 

season. The device makes it possible to not only mitigate these 

risks, but potentially save money doing so because the mooring 

system does not need to be designed to survive these extreme 

events.

This is especially useful in the Australian market, where 

most drilling is done at less than 610 m (2000 ft ) water depth and 

cyclones are a real concern. In 2015, a mooring failure during 

Cyclone Olwyn impacted two rigs in close proximity to each 

other2 and spurred the National Off shore Petroleum Safety and 

Environmental Management Authority (NOPSEMA) to engage 

industry stakeholders in creating new standards. These standards 

set a goal to reduce off shore mooring risk down to as low as 

reasonably practical (ALARP). The RAR is an important step in 

that direction because it off ers an innovative methodology for 

MODU mooring system designs to achieve ALARP risk levels 

during cyclone season.

Mike Pearlman of InterOcean originally created the device 

at the request of a Canadian engineer for a specific purpose in 

a specific field. But now the device has grown in capacity and 

capability and represents advantageous time and cost savings 

across the oil and gas industry. RARs have been actuated 

under hazardous sea conditions where conventional anchor 

Figure 1. The currently available technology allows DP MODUs to moor in 

shallow water while retaining flexibility for quick storm evasion.

Figure 3. With over 45 years of experience in the field, the RAR is a proven 

mooring release technology for enhancing MODU mooring eff iciency and safety.

Figure 2. The transducer is deployed off  the rig or nearby vessel to send a 

guarded command to the RAR, which releases the mooring system.
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disconnection could not have been performed and thus have 

prevented damage to or loss of the drilling vessel. There 

may also be insurance cost savings due to the reduced risk 

resulting from having the ability to move on short notice.

In the UK, eff iciency has recently been a particular 

focus of conversation, as represented by the creation of the 

Eff iciency Task Force in September 2015 by Oil and Gas UK. 

They characterise a big push in the industry to “intensify its 

eff orts to act as a catalyst to make the UKCS more resilient 

and as competitive as it possibly can be in the global 

marketplace.”3

Eff iciency is a domino eff ect. Increased eff ectiveness in 

one area can lead to additional opportunities in another. 

A device like the RAR only represents a starting point of 

eff iciency in the oil industry. The domino eff ect of cost-saving 

is as of yet not fully realised. Cutting days out of disconnect time 

could have positive ramifications in many areas. 

Increased marketability
Drilling contractors have found that the addition of the anchor 

release system makes rigs much more flexible and appealing to 

operators. This is especially true in moored DP units. Traditionally, DP 

rigs rely on computer-controlled thrusters for station-keeping during 

operations. Because DP system response times and associated watch 

circles in shallow water need to be small, DP MODUs can be risky 

in shallow water. But by adding mooring capability to a DP vessel, 

drilling operators diversify these rigs, making them more flexible 

in diff erent environments. And by using the device in the mooring 

system, DP rigs still retain the ability to quickly move off  location 

should the need arise. 

With more multipurpose rigs in their arsenal, drilling contractors 

are able to off er a single vessel for multiple locations; which is a 

lot less expensive, is less complicated to coordinate, and is more 

appealing to operators. Mooring these vessels also eliminates the 

risk of drive off  and drift  off  these vessels can experience while on 

location. From a well security or potential collision standpoint, 

nothing could be more valuable than eliminating well containment 

issues or collision risk to surface units associated with extreme off sets 

during operations.

Many operators also find that using a moored DP vessel with 

an eight line mooring system enables them to get approval on 

high-risk locations during peak storm seasons, even from the 

most strict government regulators. This opens up time windows 

and revenue streams that were previously much more diff icult or 

impossible to achieve. 

Reliability
The best way to ensure reliability is to build in redundancy. 

To function, the device needs one transducer for acoustic 

communication, one accumulator pack that holds pressurised 

hydraulic fluid, one hydraulic manifold to transfer that fluid, and one 

battery for power. However, each RAR contains four transducers, two 

manifolds, two accumulator packs, and two battery packs. This way 

any single component failure will not cause or prevent actuation of 

the device.  

Thanks to an array of built-in sensors and controls, the RAR 

can easily be monitored at the surface even when it is located 

hundreds of feet underwater. These include pressure sensors in 

each hydraulic manifold, voltage sensors to help ensure adequate 

power and reserve, position sensors to make sure the device stays in 

the fully-secured locked position, and processor control circuitry to 

monitor communications between the device and command unit. 

Every position and every angle is considered and covered in this 

device. The acoustic transducers are placed on opposite sides of it to 

ensure reliable communication no matter what position it ends up 

in. Standard batteries operate for nine months, but eighteen-month 

versions are available for longer jobs. Though the entire system 

is designed to be watertight, the internal components are double 

locked in independent sealed pressure housings. Even if the device 

floods, it will keep on working without interference. 

With the RAR, operators and drilling contractors can maintain 

complete control of the equipment. It is easy to use, and command 

unit training can be completed in under an hour, thus eliminating the 

requirement for extra personnel on board. As long as an authorised 

staff  member with the requisite codes and physical keys is available 

to punch in a number and press enter, the device is prepared to 

release from the mooring line at the desired time. 

The future 
The next generation of the RAR is the RAR+, and it comes with 

some improvements to an already eff ective device. Many upgrades 

and technical additions are being introduced to ensure complete 

and utter reliability and eff iciency. It is anticipated that these 

improvements will help when seeking approval from regulatory 

government agencies, increasing a rig’s marketability even more than 

the traditional model.

The new model combines the reliability of proven legacy 

equipment with technological advancements to increase the safety of 

off shore personnel and environmental safety while saving customers 

money – the top two priorities in the oil and gas industry.

The new device also has a significantly increased minimum 

break load (MBL), so that the new device will not  be the limiting MBL 

component even in systems with high strength components in their 

mooring lines. The release load rating is also increasing, allowing for 

disconnection at higher line tensions.

The RAR and future RAR+ represent a significant change in the 

off shore industry, placing more emphasis on eff iciency and cost 

savings while increasing overall risk management and marketability. 

They open up a whole new avenue of revenue stream for DP rigs in 

shallow water and enable much faster moves in between locations. 

The RAR is currently available and the RAR+ should be operating in 

the field by the end of 2017. 
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Figure 4. The next generation RAR comes with improved sensors and 
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reliability. 
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Ultrasound has been a technology of choice for decades due to its 

combination of applicability and inherent safety. Not least in the oil and 

gas industry, ultrasonic waves have enabled detection, measurement, and 

monitoring where other technologies have fallen short. ClampOn AS develops 

instrumentation for sand monitoring, valve leak detection, vibration monitoring, 

and wall thickness monitoring on pipes. One of the most significant developments 

in the last few years has been the CEM® Corrosion-Erosion Monitor, a permanently 

installed system for measuring wall thickness loss across a continuous area of 

pipe or bend. Versions have been delivered for topside and subsea installation in 

a variety of configurations, spanning from fully integrated solutions for real time 

monitoring, to stand-alone systems with battery operation and internal data 

logging including possibilities for manual or subsea wireless data harvesting.

Continuous coverage by guided waves
Point sensors have been the predominant solution for ultrasonic wall thickness 

monitoring. Handheld, scanning, and fixed alternatives, all provide finite 

resolution depending on the extent of the monitored area and the grid resolution 

of fixed sensors, or on the time and eff ort an operator is willing to spend on 

mechanical or manual scanning. Each sensor transmits an ultrasound wave into 

the wall in its through-thickness direction, to achieve either back-wall echoes 

or local thickness resonance under the ultrasound transducer. Detection of a 

wall thickness loss, and measurement of its depth, then depends upon whether 

a point sensor is situated at the location of maximum wall thickness loss. 

Assessment of defect area size becomes possible only if the defect is large enough 

to cover multiple sensor locations. In light of the shortcomings of conventional 

technology, ClampOn sought fundamentally diff erent solutions to the challenge of 

non-invasive, topside and subsea wall thickness monitoring. It became important 
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to find a solution that could monitor a continuous area, not only 

discrete points scattered across it.

Years of maturing possible technology choices with the foremost 

academic groups within ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation (NDE) 

led to the discovery of an accurate and robust alternative to the 

conventional point measurement technology. Guided Lamb waves 

are utilised in a pitch-catch mode between pairs of non-intrusive 

ultrasound transducers. Using the pipe wall as their waveguide, this 

family of ultrasonic waves spread cylindrically from an ultrasound 

source, analogous to the surface ripples from throwing a stone in 

a pond. Guided Lamb waves follow the curvatures of mechanical 

structures such as pipes, elbows, container walls, or hulls. Receiving 

transducers pick up the signal aft er a suitable propagation distance, 

typically 0.5 m to 1 m depending on the pipe geometry and purpose 

of monitoring. Guided wave technology enables continuous 

coverage across a wall area, using relatively few non-invasive 

ultrasound transducers, rather than the discrete point-by-point 

coverage obtained by other means. CEM systems can also off er an 

unprecedented degree of redundancy because multiple signal paths 

can be set up to cover an area of concern.

Lamb waves are dispersive with respect to wall thickness, 

meaning that the thickness of the monitored wall aff ects their 

velocity of propagation. Changes in wall thickness along a distance 

travelled aff ect the local propagation velocity of the signal, and thus 

contribute to a change in its time of flight. Baseline time-of-flight 

measurements are acquired upon system installation and 

associated with nominal or measured wall thickness profiles. All 

subsequent measurements are compared against these baseline 

data, leading to accurate trends of wall thickness loss over time 

based on a well-defined anchor point. This approach is particularly 

suited for corrosion and erosion monitoring, where change over 

time is the measurement result of greatest interest.

The ultrasound transducer revisited
Accurate monitoring of the corrosion and erosion processes 

requires highly repeatable data. A critical component in any 

Figure 3. Interactive browser and analysis tool for tomographic wall thickness maps. Automatic detection and tracking of localised damages.  

Figure 1. CEM on 24 in. gas pipeline, with ultrasound transducers under 

two circumferential protection covers. Signal paths set up to monitor 

generalised corrosion on top, bottom, and sides. 

Figure 2. Tomography monitoring data from CorrPRINT showing a 

localised damage on a straight pipe. 
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ultrasound measurement system is the electroacoustic transducer. 

A transmitting transducer converts an electrical signal into a 

mechanical disturbance in the wall upon signal transmission. 

At the receiving end, another or the same transducer converts 

minute ultrasonic disturbances in the wall into electrical signals 

that can be recorded and analysed. In conventional point 

measurement systems, fixed grids of transducers solve the question 

of repeatability with regard to sensor positioning, but more 

challenges remain. Conventional ultrasound transducers generate 

and detect mechanical motion within their interior, typically using 

a piezoelectric element. For this principle of operation, it is of 

utmost importance that ultrasound signals travel in a repeatable 

way between the wall structure and the interior of each transducer. 

Acoustic coupling is typically obtained through firm metal surface 

contact in combination with a wet or dry coupling medium such 

as gel, grease or glue on the face of the transducer. It has proven 

challenging to make such an acoustical interface robust and 

stable over time. In many cases, periodic maintenance is required 

involving operations that can aff ect the baseline used for data 

sets that typically run across several years. The performance 

of piezoelectric transducers also depends on other internal 

components than the piezoelectric element 

itself, and these aff ect characteristics such 

as bandwidth and sensitivity. Such internal 

coupling and damping components need 

to be stable over time to maintain signal 

repeatability, but are generally prone to 

ageing eff ects.

For the reasons above, piezoelectric 

transducers may be considered unlikely 

to provide the stability and repeatability 

desired for the design life of a wall 

thickness monitoring system such as the 

CEM®. A particularly well suited alternative 

has been found, based on EMAT 

(electromagnetic acoustic transducer) 

technology. EMAT is a non-contact 

ultrasound transducer, utilising static 

and dynamic electromagnetic fields to 

generate and detect ultrasound signals 

within the pipe wall itself. Since no 

ultrasonic signal is required to enter the 

transducer, there is no need for acoustic 

coupling between the transducer and the 

monitored wall. Most EMAT designs are 

also insensitive to ageing effects in their 

internal components. The transducer 

typically comprises one or more magnets 

producing a permanent magnetic field in 

the transducer’s vicinity, and a network 

of electrical conductors producing a 

variable magnetic field at the wall surface. 

Three mechanisms contribute to the 

transduction between electrical signal 

and mechanical disturbance (acoustical 

signal); the Lorentz force is often the 

most important, while magnetisation 

and magnetostriction forces contribute 

in ferromagnetic materials. The 

tranducers require electrically conductive 

specimens (walls). Surface coatings 

under the transducers are allowed up to 

Figure 4. Subsea CEM with transducers installed under insulation. The 

sensor electronics are located in a ROV retrievable canister.

Figure 5. Illustration of a Subsea CEM with 16 transducers, with the artist’s impression of the helical 

signal paths. Since each path provides a broad area of wall thickness sensitivity, any point on the 

monitored pipe section is covered by one or several paths.  

Figure 6. Topside CEM being installed for field testing on a 6 in. pipe. Transducers under protection 

covers, to be covered by insulation. 
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a certain thickness. Pipe coatings do not affect signal stability 

in the case of EMATs, but cause a hold-off distance between wall 

and transducer that weakens the signal without harmful effects in 

terms of time-of-flight monitoring.

The omnidirectional EMAT was an important step in the 

development of the CEM and a door opener for tomographic wall 

thickness monitoring, with its ability to suppress spurious signal 

propagation modes and enhance the particular guided Lamb wave 

mode used for wall thickness monitoring.

Tomographic imaging for greater detail
In many cases it can be possible to expand a CEM installation 

with CorrPRINT tomographic wall thickness mapping technology. 

Tomographic imaging methods are well known from a host of 

applications, for example ultrasound and x-rays for medicine 

and industry. Tomographic images can be qualitative in nature, 

for detection or visual assessment of a sample. Quantitative 

elements, such as sizing of defects and other internal features 

is a further step in complexity and also well known. A main 

motivation for ClampOn to develop tomographic wall thickness 

mapping was to enable detection and measurement of localised 

damage anywhere within a monitored area, without being limited 

by the positioning of point sensors. In addition to the existing 

ability to monitor average wall thicknesses across broad signal 

paths, tomography makes it possible to pinpoint areas with the 

greatest wall thickness loss and to track the development of those 

particular areas.

Tomographic methods in general base themselves on 

travel time and/or attenuation data from multiple sections, or 

signal paths, through a sample. Such sections are usually wave 

propagation paths, being optical, x-ray, radio, or ultrasound. In the 

case of guided-wave wall thickness mapping, the sample is the wall 

of a pipe or elbow, and the sectioning modality is the ultrasonic 

guided Lamb wave.

A CEM system set up for tomography will typically include two 

circumferential rings of eight to 16 evenly spaced transducers. 

Counting only the direct signal paths from a ring of transmitting 

transducers to a ring of receivers, one would suff er from a lack of 

sections to build tomographic image resolution in the axial direction. 

In the case of pipe monitoring, this so-called limited view problem 

is readily overcome by including multiple signal paths between 

each pair of transducers. In addition to the shortest path, there are 

multiple clockwise and counter-clockwise helical paths, spiralling 

around the pipe. First-order helical paths wrap once around the pipe’s 

circumference before reaching the receiver, second-order helical 

paths wrap twice, and so on. Inclusion of two to three orders of 

helical paths has been shown to result in excellent resolution and ray 

coverage in both the axial and circumferential directions, providing 

true two-dimensional maps of measured changes in wall thickness.

Flexible system integration
A guided wave monitoring system can acquire a large quantity of 

data every time a measurement is run. A 32-channel CEM records 

up to 256 series of ultrasound data, which are processed into a 

wall thickness map before further analysis and reporting to the 

operator’s control system. The operator can choose a minimum 

of data reported in real time, such as average and minimum 

wall thickness, or greater levels of detail as desired. One may 

for example require real time comparison between the top and 

bottom lines of a pipe, or between a straight leg and an elbow 

that is exposed to erosion. A combination of data redundancy 

and available system health indicators facilitates condition 

based maintenance of not only the monitored pipe, but also the 

measurement system itself.

Regardless of control system integration choices, full details 

of the monitoring data are available at any time through CEM 

client soft ware that interfaces directly with the CEM controller over 

Ethernet or a serial connection.

Integration with other sensors can provide added value. 

Combination of passive acoustic sand monitoring and wall 

thickness monitoring has proven particularly useful for 

high-velocity gas wells where a sand burst can lead to significant 

wall thickness loss within minutes. Immediate shut-down of a well 

may be triggered by a particle monitor alarm, while subsequent 

wall thickness readings may confirm pipe integrity before 

re-opening production. In other cases, the CEM provides continuous 

time-stable monitoring of corrosion processes over months and 

years, either online with a control system, or in stand-alone 

configurations with battery operation, data logging, and, for 

example, a subsea acoustic modem for data harvesting.

Subsea CEM versions have been deployed for several 

applications and levels of system integration. Most installation 

jobs have been carried out topside, both on new structures 

and on modules that have been topside for maintenance. The 

complete set of sensor electronics is contained in an atmospheric 

chamber, available as an ROV-retrievable canister where desired. 

The non-intrusive EMAT transducers are installed permanently on 

the pipe wall, under insulation if applicable. A fully ROV-installed 

system has also been installed subsea.

Depending on the measurement interval, a battery can last 

from several months to a year before needing to be recharged. The 

battery canister will in most cases include data storage so that 

all available data is collected as part of the battery replacement 

operation. 

Figure 7. Tomographic wall thickness map of a bend with erosion 

damage on the extrados.



ANDREAS BOENISCH, 

INNOSPECTION LIMITED, 

UK, INTRODUCES NEW 

DEVELOPMENTS IN 

FLEXIBLE RISER INSPECTION 

TECHNOLOGY.  

F lexible risers and flexible pipes are by nature complicated in design with their various 

layers and types of material. The complex multi-layered structures with contra-wound 

tensile armour wire layers equate to challenges in the inspection and integrity 

evaluation of these pipes. Anticipated concerns of flexible pipe operators are defects such as 

cracking, corrosion, erosion and fatigue in the diff erent wire layers under various tensional 

stress levels.

While typical inspection techniques are able to inspect only the near side armour layers 

for wire disruptions, the far side armour layers remain uninspected. Corrosion or cracks 

which are not complete breaks could fail to be detected. Ultrasonic technologies require the 

flooding of the annulus with a couplant for the inspection to be performed, which presents a 

potential risk of damage especially to the inner layers of the flexible risers. 

The market showed a clear demand for an inspection technology capable of delivering 

an external fast screening of flexible risers in-situ at off shore installations, providing visibility 

of multiple wire layers but without the risk of damage from the annulus flooding. To meet this 
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demand, Innospection developed MEC-FITTM – an enhanced flexible riser 

inspection technique.

The Magnetic Eddy Current (MEC) principle
MEC-FIT is based on the Magnetic Eddy Current (MEC) technique which 

is the next generation and a further development of the industry proven 

fast corrosion screening Saturation Low Frequency Eddy Current 

(SLOFEC™) technique. 

The principle of the MEC technique is that by superimposing 

direct current magnetisation with an Eddy Current field, the depth of 

penetration is increased to such an extent that the internal defects, 

such as corrosion, cracks and pitting, can be detected from the external 

surface. The field line changes caused by the defects are analysed as 

signal phase, amplitude and pattern against a calibration.

The MEC technique operates on magnetic field controlled high 

frequency Eddy Current and uses specifically developed Eddy Current 

sensors able to generate a higher density field for increased defect 

detection sensitivity. By analysing and controlling the magnetic field 

strength to operate at the retentivity point 

of the hysteresis curve while combining it 

with higher operating frequencies, the MEC 

technique is capable of detecting defects 

at a higher wall thickness and stand-off  

(coating) range.  

By applying the electromagnetic MEC 

principle to the MEC-FIT technique, the 

method off ers the following capabilities 

and advantages over existing flexible riser 

inspection techniques:

 Deeper penetration of inspection to 

three armour wire layers.

 Detection of cracks, pitting corrosion and general corrosion in 

the single and multiple wires.

 Detection of wire misalignment and wire gaps.

 Fast external scanning in both axial (for for wire angle setup of 

< 35˚) and circumferential direction (for a wire angle setup of 

> 35˚).

 Delivery of inspection data without the flooding of the riser 

annulus. 

 Inspection signals are shown for the different layers, defect types 

and wire gaps.

It still proves challenging to inspect under the bend stiff ener of 

the flexible risers and this represents the future development of the 

MEC-FIT technique. 

Successful deployments 
The MEC-FIT technique for flexible riser inspection has matured 

following the completion of several verification tests with major 

operators and deployments to the field. Two deployments are 

illustrated below.

Inspection of flexible riser 

Due to the absence of a pressure armour layer, a 13 in. oil export 

flexible riser in the North Sea is susceptible to stress corrosion 

cracking (SCC) and possibly hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) in both 

armour layers. The inspection challenge for this flexible riser was its 

tight 55˚ wire angle structure in both the outer and inner armour 

layer and the presence of a thick outer sheath of 15.3 mm with an 

anti-wear tape of 2.5 mm between the two armour layers.

To ensure that the technique was capable of inspecting the 55˚ 

wire angle structure and the thick outer sheath, blind tests were 

successfully performed on a simulated test sample with EDM cracks 

in 45˚ and 90˚ angle and various flaw types established by placing 

wires at diff erent locations and wire layer positions to simulate the 

diff erent armour layers. 

The MEC-FIT technique was adapted onto the MEC-Hug Crawler 

tool which was rebuilt to enable the circumferential scanning to 

accommodate the scan requirement of the 55˚ flexible wire angle 

structure. At the same time, the MEC-Hug Crawler tool was also 

customised for deployment by an inspection-class ROV from the 

installation. This represented a substantial cost saving in comparison to 

the deployment by a work-class ROV from the vessel.

Completed in Q4 of 2015, the operator was not only satisfied with the 

successful inspection operation and the substantial cost saving due to 

the deployment by the inspection-class ROV, but more importantly that 

the riser operation could be continued safely.

Flexible pipe wire gap monitoring

Flexible pipe sections stacked in the masts of the turret drag chain on the 

FPSOs are oft en subjected to external tensile armour wire disorganisation. 

Figure 1. Detection of far side defects (left ) and near side defects (right).

Figure 2. MEC-Hug Crawler inspecting through the sag bend of the flexible riser.

Figure 3. Circumferential scanning of the flexible riser.
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Gamma radiation with images being captured on a film has been the 

traditional method of inspecting these flexible pipes and although this 

technique is widely used throughout the industry, it poses several issues. 

Radiography could not be performed in the direction of the FPSO’s 

nucleonic detectors as this would trip the vessel’s high-integrity pressure 

protection system (HIPPS), causing an unplanned production outage. 

The entire turret area has also to be shut off  to personnel during the 

inspection as radiography poses a significant danger to health and this 

prevents routine operations from taking place in the vicinity. In the case 

of a North Sea operator, radiography could only achieve around 50% of 

the required work despite the inspection being performed for over nine 

months of the year. 

Hence, the aim of the inspection was to investigate a better way of 

inspecting the 6 in. and 10 in. flexible pipes on the FPSO’s turret to identify, 

monitor and measure the increasing wire gaps of the flexible pipes. 

As the inspection requirement diff ered from the intended inspection 

capability of the MEC-FIT technique for the detection of cracks, pitting 

and general corrosion in the single and multiple wires, the technique was 

redeveloped to enable the detection of the signals from the surface and 

its repeatability in determining the individual wire gaps of the flexible 

pipes. 

The flat MEC-P7 Scanner having a customised high resolution 

encoded drive for precise definition of the edges and distance to the 

neighbouring pipe was also designed and developed to accommodate 

the tight space of 150 mm gaps between the flexible pipes where the 

inspection tool had to fit in. 

Completed in Q4 of 2015, all the 6 in. flexible hoses that made up 

40% of the turret system were scanned in just two weeks. In addition to 

better coverage whilst maintaining image quality, the MEC technique 

removed the radiation risk posed to personnel. Just two fortnightly 

trips are now required instead of multiple trips to complete the required 

inspection, resulting substantial cost savings.

A flexible riser integrity management programme
In a strategic alliance between INTECSEA and Innospection, FlexIQ which 

is a complete off ering in the arena of flexible riser integrity management 

was launched in June 2016.

This partnership aims to redefine the approach to flexible riser 

integrity management by off ering inspection and computational 

simulation techniques as part of an overall integrity management 

framework. In turn, this leads to a significant improvement in 

understanding of operational risk and enables a fully integrated service 

for inspection, analysis, and data management. 

Central to the value and distinctiveness of FlexIQ are the enhanced 

inspection capabilities of MEC-FIT from Innospection and the numerical 

simulation capabilities of FLEXAS™ from INTECSEA. By combining these 

capabilities with annulus testing and a formal risk-based approach 

to flexible riser risk assessment and life extension, FlexIQ delivers all 

aspects of flexible integrity management through a single provider. 

The first part of this flexible riser integrity management programme 

is annulus testing, which is a critical benchmarking tool to understand 

the current performance of fundamental integrity related components 

within the flexible pipe design. It is critical to know if there is a breach to 

the outer shield and also, ideally, where it is located. It is also important 

to determine if vent ports are open with annulus gases being vented to 

the flare system and to identify the constituents of the flared gases. The 

annulus test kit incorporates the components required to implement 

an off shore annulus test, which allows the risk assessment to be carried 

out with real information and trending analysis, leading to enhanced 

integrity understanding.

This is followed by MEC-FIT inspection which combines DC magnetic 

and Eddy Current fields to detect single or multiple wire damage in up 

to three metallic layers, including cracking, pitting, general corrosion as 

well as wire misalignment and gaps. 

FLEXAS is the multi-body nonlinear dynamic sub-structuring 

solver which conquers the computational limitations of other industry 

simulation soft ware through advanced computational methodologies. 

The computational eff iciencies provided by this solver enable the direct 

inclusion of high fidelity 3D finite element models into the large scale, 

nonlinear dynamic simulations with long duration irregular wave inputs. 

This results in a high resolution fatigue spectra and accurate fatigue life 

predictions. Furthermore, this framework allows detailed inspection 

data (damage, flooding, corrosion) to be captured in the 3D models and 

incorporated into the simulations, enabling a comprehensive risk-based 

strategy to be developed for integrity management. 

The soft ware has been qualified by DeepStar and ExxonMobil in 

independent validations against numerical and experimental benchmarks.

The final part of the programme consists of workshop integrity 

assessment and inspection planning. By adopting a workshop integrity 

assessment of the flexible risers, it enables the risk to be quantified and 

mitigation measures to be justified using common terminology and 

industry standard approaches. A range of inspection techniques can 

be considered to ensure valuable data is collected that can be fed back 

into the integrity assessment. In summary, this flexible riser integrity 

management programme is capable of providing insight as well as 

data. 

Figure 5. FlexIQ – redefining flexible riser integrity management. 

Figure 4. Flexible riser sections in the turret drag chain on the FPSO.



T he thought of gas vapour leaking, escalating and finding an 

ignition source keeps the upstream, midstream and downstream 

businesses awake at night. It is a powder keg of a problem in terms 

of safety and environmental risk that needs addressing. It is also integral 

to a company’s commercial success. Recent industry fines associated with 

gas escapes have been heft y, as legislation finds its teeth in a number of 

regions. Given that unplanned shutdowns have proved even more costly, 

what else can be done in tackling this issue head-on? Are there other areas, 

away from gas detection systems, that will increase risk management 

cost-eff ectively and, in turn, enhance operations? 

The current state of gas detection 
Fixed and portable gas detection systems are relied on to prevent 

losses, forming an important part of formal risk management. But such 

devices cannot be designed to cover every probability and, now and 

again, a detector will fail. They are one link in a chain, as is the case for all 

preventive safety systems industry-wide. Gas detection systems also bring 

some unique challenges. 

Increasingly, the reliability of conventional systems, which use 

catalytic sensors, are being questioned. Many now argue that these 

commonly found devices will not detect the majority of leaks until the 

escaped gas reaches a hazardous level. In addition, suff icient hazardous 

accumulations are unlikely to be detected in open areas or certain 

conditions, such as where there are high winds. There have been some 

promising advances in recent times, with open path gas beam detectors 

beginning to replace their catalytic counterparts. Advocates of these 

new systems claim they improve detection by covering a larger span. 

However, there are still occasions when a leak does not break the infrared 

beam and will remain undetected. Elsewhere, acoustic systems are 

being championed as providing the most eff ective means of detecting 

high-pressure releases, even from pin-hole size leaks. Ultrasound is a 

well-established technology in many areas of engineering and, given 

that most leaks generate ultrasound, the signs are encouraging. For now 

though, these solutions remain on the horizon, with only hazardous 

accumulations really being detected. Added to all of this is another 

obstacle; it is oft en diff icult to quantify the parameters involved with gas 

detection. Defining the required performance, and then relating that to 

safety requirements, is far from straightforward. 

Returning to the source of the problem 
Getting back to basics points an interesting way ahead. Consider what 

causes a high percentage of gas leaks, onshore and off shore. Fugitive 

emissions from process equipment may be small-size releases individually, 

but they soon add up, forming the majority of the industry’s total 

emissions in fact. These types of emissions occur from non-point sources. 

Leaking pipe flanges, oft en as a result of poor bolting during operational 

maintenance, are a chief culprit, along with issues with pump seals, valves, 

damaged pipework, hoses, loss process couplings and other related 

components. With a modern refinery having kilometres of pipework, by 

way of example, it becomes easy to picture the enormity of the scale of gas 

detection. There are also the end devices themselves to think about. Many 

of the process control and safety devices make use of gas to perform their 

functions, further releasing gases into the environment. 

Improved gasket materials and bolting techniques have made some 

diff erence in preventing gas from escaping, and likewise making use of 

electronic control devices, as opposed to conventional gas and pneumatic 

control systems. By and large, however, it would be fair to say that the 

process of operational maintenance has not fundamentally changed for 

half a century or so. It is time then to explore a little wider. 

A hole in the industry’s knowledge 
Besides pinholes in pipes, there is a huge data gap when it comes to a 

company’s pipelines and pipework. The problem is not always the lack 

of data itself, which oft en exists in some form or another. The challenge 

is connecting this data up. The common industry practice is to use an 

enterprise asset management (EAM) system, such as IBM Maximo or 

SAP, to schedule maintenance of physical assets across their lifecycle. 

These systems have tended to hold data on what have been defined 
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as core elements. This invariably excludes the pipes that join up such 

elements, oft en with the plan to add information about these at a later 

time. It is estimated that around 10% of companies define their pipe 

in their planning system; the vast majority of related maintenance and 

procedures will therefore fall outside of the central system’s work order. 

Imagine thousands of recommendations, made by highly qualified 

inspectors, being recorded on spreadsheets that sit separately from the 

EAM system. This lack of joined-up data is a worrying thought. Thinking 

about the Swiss Cheese model of accident causation – with defences 

against failure modelled as barriers, represented as slices of cheese – this 

data gap significantly increases the number of holes. If one such hole aligns 

through all the barriers, the result is a potentially catastrophic gas leak. 

What is more, the data gap goes beyond knowing whether there is a piece 

of pipe and if it is flanged or not. Companies also need to know that their 

personnel are following the appropriate procedures every time. Critically, 

has there been a proper analysis to define whether the gas in that pipe is 

toxic or inert? Is it reactive? 

Along with risk analysis, one way Lloyd’s Register is helping the 

onshore and off shore industry is by bridging this data gap cost-eff ectively, 

enhancing value by leveraging existing EAM investments, functionality 

and processes. The company has recently launched AxximTM, a 

third-party soft ware solution, which is easy to embed into leading EAM 

systems. During the solution’s development, EAM OEMs have welcomed 

engineering expertise being brought to their platforms, helping to ensure 

that all asset-based data is integrated. The soft ware  works alongside all 

the best practice decision-making tools, including risk based inspection 

(RBI), reliability centred maintenance (RCM) and root cause analysis 

(RCA). Connecting the data in one common place will empower upstream 

and downstream oil and gas operators, and chemical, power and other 

asset-intensive companies, to make better strategic and tactical decisions 

when it comes to asset optimisation. The soft ware is predicted to increase 

equipment reliability and uptime by at least 20%, reduce failure risk by 

more than 90% and determine an optimum approach to inspection and 

maintenance that could achieve costs savings of up to 50%. These are 

important advantages, given the tough conditions currently faced by 

both the upstream oil and gas industry and downstream market, and 

ever increasing pressure to reduce asset downtime. The cost of failure 

can have huge consequences on human life and the environment and, 

in terms of unplanned shutdowns, lead to billions of dollars of losses a 

year. It is estimated that equipment failures cost the US refining industry 

over US$4 billion annually and, since 2009, well integrity failures have cost 

operators over US$75 billion.

Factoring in human error 
Going back to the Swiss Cheese model, one of a company’s safety layers 

is having the right people in place. This is equally as important as having 

adequate gas detection systems, especially when looking at commonly 

held industry statistics. Between 70% and 90% of all incidents, not just 

around gas escapes, will have some human factors’ intervention. Add 

manual gas detection to the picture and the human factors’ risk rises to 

its peak. This is borne out by the number of reported off shore incidents 

following the use of personal or mobile gas detection systems in 

confined spaces during routine maintenance. One example is the release 

of hydrogen sulfide (H
2
S) in slug-catchers as an outcome of clearing 

out sand. While a portable device may read safe if taken incorrectly in 

the space, H
2
S can sit in the sand and be released when disturbed with 

serious consequences.  

An over reliance on fixed gas detection systems is also apparent, which 

as mentioned earlier cannot be designed to cover all types of scenarios 

and eventualities. If, for example, there is no alarm sounded, but a diesel 

cloud is visible, what is the first responder mentality? The correct training 

here is absolutely vital. The same is true for emergency procedures. 

One example is telling, but there are many others. Whereas for most 

off shore emergencies, personnel move down and onto life raft s, a H
2
S 

escape means heading as high as possible, upwind of the leak. Knowing 

the type of gas leak and the next immediate steps is critical, and that 

knowledge must be shared. Making sure all personnel are fully trained 

is especially challenging for the off shore business because of the sheer 

numbers of contractors involved in the production process, notably on 

assets such as drilling rigs. And it is not just the lack of an alarm that needs 

to be considered. What if there are simply too many diff erent sounding 

alarms? Creating devices that avoid ‘alarm flood’ allows control-room 

technicians to quickly diagnose problems. This can be the diff erence 

between a near miss and a major incident. 

Among all the complexity, what is clear is that making human error 

the scapegoat is fundamentally wrong. Identifying any human error as the 

root cause of an event – that is, people making poor decisions – is simply 

a failing of the incident investigation. What is required is a shift  in mindset. 

While human error is the immediate cause of the issue, what was behind a 

member of the team making a mistake is the real question. The answer is 

always a lack of proper procedures, processes or tools. 

If a company’s approach requires there to be proper procedures, 

processes and tools upfront during the work-scope planning stages, then 

that business can eff ectively manage risk to an acceptable level. This will 

reduce the number of times personnel are put in the place or situation 

where they have to make an uninformed decision. There are cases, for 

instance, where training had not covered a particular event scenario, so 

personnel had incorrectly defaulted to the nearest known procedure. Here, 

the root cause was not that personnel had not followed procedures, but 

that they lacked the necessary training in the first instance. Elsewhere, 

management of company change has highlighted real issues. As personnel 

leave a company, so too does valuable knowledge, with significant 

repercussions. 

The management systems created by a company are there to define 

how it conducts its business. Ultimately, any human error will point back to 

the failure of such systems. The problem may well be down to not having 

implemented all the correct systems in the first place, but it does not stop 

there. Even in the case where all the necessary systems are in place and an 

event is caused by human error, this should be regarded as the company 

not having the right personnel to execute the work. The management 

system allowed the wrong person to be put in that position and therefore 

the system, not the individual, failed. Sometimes, the failure is in the hiring 

process itself or the induction process, which did not pick up on any issues 

with a new team member. 

In recent times, there have been some encouraging human factor 

developments, notably off shore. The business has widely adopted a 

crew resource management approach, inspired by the aviation sector. If 

something does go wrong or an unplanned event is noticed, information is 

shared immediately and a discussion is opened up. For potentially serious 

incidents such as gas leaks, this is a positive step forward. 

Bringing everything needed together 
Preventing gas escapes onshore and off shore is a complex subject. 

It requires having all the necessary data on items such as pipelines 

and pipework, as well as core assets, in one single place, so that asset 

management and maintenance can be optimised. It demands excellent 

gas detection systems to be installed in the first place, which must be 

matched by an equally good maintenance plan to ensure detectors are 

in working order. Given that gas detection is alarm-led, when an alarm 

sounds it has to be regarded as important by all the personnel on that 

asset or in that plant. Everyone needs to know what to do next and how 

to act. Getting this right requires a range of skills on the mechanical, 

electrical, inspection, soft ware and human factors’ side. Joining up the 

data and a range of technical disciplines and services is the best way for 

the industry to sleep soundly at night, without the worry of a catastrophic 

gas leak. 
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